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ABSTRACT 
' , 
A computational procedure for the solution of· the single stage 
facility with deadline and earliest· start time co.nstraints is presente_d • 
• :-,e,;, The procedure is a modification to the Pierce and Hatfield algorithm 
for the· solution of this type of problem. The modification incorporates 
the utili~ation of the assignmenJ problem tech~~que _ at _each node in the 
Pierce and Hatfield Branch and Bound algorithm to determine if a 
feasible solution is possib.le without comple_te evaluation as posed lly 
the Branch and Bound .'~lgqri~·mn._ The aim of the procedure is to red·uce 
the numb¢:r O.-f: nodes that will require evaluation -for an_ optin,-Elil..·Solution 
and thus reduce the total J?:rt?cesso.r runn·in~: "1time required to produce 
~ this optimal solution. 
The model was tes-.t-ed aµd compared to the P~~~9e: anii Hatf_iel_d 
-
algorithm. The -results ·of: the tests conduc-t.ed_ showed that the 
' 
. computational procedure .did reduce th~ Ii\JJ~lpe_r .of nodes that were 
required to produce :~11 optimal solution' ·and'. fhe probability of 
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·I. INTOODUCTION .. .. 
. ,. 
- . 
rhe ·problem to· which this thesis is add'res·sed is the solution of 
fl 
·-the sing:J,.e-stage production sequencing problem with ea-rliest start 
t'ime and deadline constraints. The· object_ive in the single~stage 
' . 
--~. 
,. production sequencing problem is to· find a sequenc·e in wh~ch to rproc~,f.3·. 
:Jo..J>s on a sing_le ~acilfty such that each· jQb is co~pleted by: i.ts 
g-lvf3il_ de.ad::J_ine_, and such tha.t. ·the total :Pro<lluction:;time i~: -mirl-imum •. 
The. total production .time: :is def_-ined to include th·e -1.ost production 
time (and other resources) inc:li.~r¢d. ··between -th·e p:rocessing· of· jobs 
,. "'·· 
while the facility· is being set. ~P ~r ·t'h_e :prpce·ss_: ::i.$ ~~t.ting on 
:Stream. ao.wever, in a single.~st.age f:ac·tli-t_y ·t.h~ pro.c.~S·sing time for 
:each. Jcib is·: ln_d_ependent of the: sequence. in whi:ch: the :j9l?s are ordered; 
.an-d hence. the-: :problem may b.e retI_e.-fJrt~·ci ti"s one in wh:ich we seek a 
$eqJ1~ncer .in ·wh'ic.h to process the.· jtlbS <in· a sing.l_e·~·~tage facility s.uch 
. :that e::~ch. Jol:> is- completed by .its :given. de_adliµ~ _and such that t.he 
total lost ·production time (s.e.t~;up co.sts)_ is a miriimumo, Cp_nsecfue.n.t".ly 
th.is p.roblem· is -a ·_g·ene·r~l:1.zatJc>:n of , the c.l.a$_$tcal nTrave 1 ing_ :s·a1_esrn~n 
l>tobl_e·n1" whi.ch. may· be s:t-ated a·s l.o.:ilQWS,:: A· salesman start. ing· .in :one 
. city wishes to :v·isit ·each of n-1 cit:tes once and only ori:ce and t:h·e.n: 
... - .. '-"': .ti:" - .. - : .. '- - ~ .. ·_.' .\. ..-... ~ - ·+ ... ---~-:..~ --· \ ___ · ____ .. . .. · . ~· . ... . .,-- .. 1




distance traveled? In the single s·tage production sequencing problem 
. we can subs.t-i1rtite· time or -cost for distance,. -replace the salesman · · 
with the f ac:i.].:ity and_. we ar_e thus concerned with the minimization of 
the loat produqtion time or cost. 
"Since· the:· number of f·easible s.oi·u-tlons to· 'th.iJ,, ;pro:b·lem -is: t::infte, 
.. 
;1 
,.. ·:. . . 









·,,.,,, ... o V the Qptimal solution may always be obtained.by complete enumeration 
·of -ail the (N-1) ! possible permutations of integers 1 thru N-1. 
However, for moderate values of N this approach becomes quite 
prohibitive (1.e., doubling the size of the problem from 5 jobs to. 
10 jobs multiplies the number of possible sequenc~s py about 15 
thousand, etc.). 
Several methods have been 4eveloped for the solution of this 
problem. One such method is integer progrannning as illustratea l)y 
5 
J 19 Dantzig. However, this approach appears to have limitations due 
t.o. t·he number of constraints and variables that are required for 
-~1.atively large values of N (i.e., for nonsymmetric problem, where 
se·t~1~p costs for job: i to job j is not the same as set-up cost from 
:job .j_ to jqb f and with N = 20 the number of constraints required 
would be ·40,0 a~ci there would be 8000 variables). Other methods of 
solution to this problem for special types of data are recorded by 
11 10 Hu and Gilmore and Gomory and heuristic approaches have been 
d~veloped by Karg and Thompson13 and Wilser21 • Finally we have the 
16 Branch and Bound technique as developed by Little, et. al •• The 
Branch and Bound· technique is a controlled enumeration technique or 
. . . ,, . . . '· . ·. . . . - . '. ... . .. ·'··----·- . --- - -·· .. • .. "' '',fl. .. ,. ,t'{_ - i:(;'- ..•. --·"Q""~ •~ -. -" --al~ated -st·ate~~t "is an ~nt·e·11igently structured search ·of the · 
, .. ·,'-
space of all feas·ible solutions. The results obtained by Little, 
et. al. have been very favorable. 
Pierce and Hatfield19 have extended the work Qf Little to incl~de 
deadline and earliest start time constraints. The addition of the 
deadline and earlie·st start time constraints is accomplished by· 
~ 
f • ' 
' . 
• 
.I' . .-~ - --- "."- -~ ,: .... - • 





prohibiting certain sequences that will-certainly produce infeasible 
, .§ 
Prohibited sequences can be recognized by inser.tion of solutions1 • 
a, in any element in the cost matrix which· represent any portion of 
-----
the infeasible solution. 
This thesis des.6·ribes and· .evJ1lua"t·es :an ·alternate· method for the 
,· _ .... 
aolution, o·f the problem defined 'by Pier¢e and ··Hatfield. The alternate 
' . method .attempts to find a -complete feasiQ°Ie :so.lution. at each node in 
the Branch and Bound. ~lgorithm by u1;1.i.1z.atl~n pf .·~ modified assign-
··ment problem tec.hnique· Cl· The develo.pmen-t :of t.his procedure resulted 
. . . 
f.rom the ·inve ..sti.·g:atton. ·qf:· t:h¢ :·relatie>.n~ll:fp b·etween -t:h.e _assignment 
problem and the· ·Bra·ncij ·and Bound .soIµtion te.ch.n:tque ·to tit~ ''Trave.ltnJr 
n . Salesman · pro:blem·: .• $.ince ·a't e·ach node t.n the Branch and- :so·und 
. .· . . . ·. . . , .. . . . . . .. ··.·- .. 
~1¢.tfrnate c.o.st: -(cost: fo:r riot se.Iecti-ng :a _piift:tc.ular· job pair) is the 
. . 
g=re~test:, the cri:ti.~ai jo~: paJrs- ~a_y :·be s·e:1~ct.e .. cl py the Branch and 
:Bo.und algorithm and ·the remaintng Job p.airs requ:tred for a comple~e· 
:~olution can be selected ·oy ap:p.lication of t'he_ ass:ignment problem,, 
.. 
providing the assignm~.rit. p.r.o:blem .. :so.111.t:ion e.~ist:s: ·w.h.ich. p·ro-vfdes 
-· 
a {~asible solution. The method assures that only feasible assign-
.. ' ', ...-
r.'.· 
. ... .._ ... 
-~-:' 
: '1terrt· pl'Ob18lil- S~iuero'ns aie-'-aC~ePte.d. - The°'t~f6re':~th·e ·so1~t-i6h §fa •. ,..,,.. ..... I .. ~~ ... ~· J -~-;.. ·...... . - ·- ~ .. ~"'r.i:-:-;-- --
. ~ . 
''l' 
. . 
feasible assignment problem at any node in tha ~anch and Bound 
algorithm Will re(:luce the .computational effo( required ·to s~·lve 
.. : ... ~ 
... .. 
·1 ' 















~- ·--..:-·.-~-"''I:'" - ·.-·· 
I ' 
. ... • 
5. 
. . ''. . . . '' :the Traveling. Salesman type problem. 
• 
This.procedure may be applied to th~ "Traveling Salesman" 
16 
:p.roblem that is described by Little, et. al. • However, its applic~ 
-tion is more advantageous in the algorithm dev.eloped by Pierce and 
.19 Hatfield s.ince this a_lgor.1:thm requires -mo .. re:: .ex.tenS:ive. q:al·culat:io-ns 
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6 · .. •,, 
... 
II. BASIC.~EQUENCING P~BLEM 
... 
The bas-ic sequencing problem may be characterized as one in 
l . 
which m jobs are to be processed on a single facility. "Sequencing'·'· 
is used here to refer to the order in which jobs sho~uld be processed. 
·Each of the jobs is to be processed exactly once. qn the facility and 
each job ~considered to be available for processing at some . 
.. 
~rbitrary time (for jobs. with :on:ly deadline· e.on-$t-rain-t;_s,. th~- ·time 
. for availability is zero). To change the sta.t~· o-:f. the .f:atfi;i.it.y· wh:ich 
exists .at the completion of job i to· t~e .initial :st:ate required for 
tije .proces:si.4ft of job k requires an :'amo·Wit· ·p{ .t.ime C(i, k) o It is 
assumed that in c:iny sequence all, of: the :pro9~ss'ing· of job k is com-
pleted, once :s-tarte<:.l; before· changing to ano·tti.er job. All values of 
the C( i, k) , J>1~,: :Jlk:, and :~k -are assumed to be. known with certainty o 
·ts p_ ro.cess:i_ n_·g-... tirne for ·J··_ob· .k·-· ·d . is. the .de. a. d:l.ine :time measured from ... ,, k· 
t_:im¢. ·ze:ro :by- wltfch. proces:sing .oJ· Job k mus~ be· cc;>"D1plete, ~nd ak is· 
·the ~trival t.ime· Jn~a.~ute.d from t)(m.~- zero pr.io:r to wh.ich·: jpb ~- ·o~_nno:t 
o·_rdering of. ·t-he jobs for Which .all deadlines a-re met, providing a J 
feasible sequence, and for which the total el~psed facility tinie 
--..tt.J{ 
._.... . i • .......... -.... • 
-. • ... • •• ~~ -,'\:- • .,," ,... ") --- -t.-· . ... 
--c,•.,, 
~ .. _ ..... _....,. _, .. -~i~- . ~"'I:--,.--~ ,-• ._ ....... --. 4(,- ·- -· -- .. - -
. 
'/l 
requfred to complete all jobs is minimum, thus providing an optimal f . 
feasible ~6lutiono Conside:r J .· an entire production consisting of l 
jobs J~., Ji1 , JJ~i~······-Ji~/ ·Jm+l where each job in Ji has its own 
.,,c processing time, deadline time, arrival time, and changeover t~µi~-
·pk ....
;• . 
where J0 represents the initial job and Jm+l · represents the terminal. 
... job (J0 and Jm+l are dununy jobs having zero processing· times 
" 
.·-", 







.. ·-- - ---- -
7 
and represent the time required ·to set up the :f'acility :fo't· ·p~ocessing 
the first job, and the time required to b~j;ng the facilfty into a 
desired tenninal state at the completion .of the last job re~pectively). 
The problem (deadline constraints only/- is to _generate a 
....... 
:~equence qf jobs J0 , Ji , •: .... •·.J:·i:· , ·Jm. +·.·i, such as to: 
.1 · m 
• 
m+l 
Minimize z6 - p 1 + E (C(ik_1)(ik) + P1kl Q k=l 
(1) 
j 
(2) Subject. to 1} .. 1, .... -. '·= p. + ~· (C( i.k.-.··l··.).(i_k-.) + P .. · ), <: ·c1 .•... J' 10 ~ :].~ -- 1J. 
f:o,r all J 
•.. 
. ~,,.he,re) 8': -= (o:' il' .- ~: ... 1m,· :,ni+l) i.s an-. ~·tfgmented :pe:rmutat ion of the 
.:th· i-nte:ge.rs_ l_. to l\l and t 1 . :Ls t·he ~:c.tu·a1 -9omplet·io11 time for the J :J 
_Jop: in the: s.eq_µence· ·• 




to genera-t·e: .a-_ .s.-~_q:t1ence of jobs s:µ_ch as to:·_ 
m+l 
M'inimize z8: · : ·pi + ~ ( y ( ik_ 1)ik) + P i.k). - ·_:- tm+l 
. O k=l 
j 




(y( ik-·l)t.k.). + p. ) < d. 1k - l.. 
J 
,. 
for all j 
' • 
' 
..et,, _..... . 
\t· 
• ·"•~~ ·-·--~ - .. -.•~ •., .. ..;w• 
( ~> . . 
-- -~- --· ;-~~ct ~~~-t~ -.-- ~- p_i• -~4-1y, •- ±of -J·· ~-- - ------- ---~ -·--. ---; J ~J J j ~ ~· 
"" 
is the_ tlme at _which 
wh_ere t. is the comple.tion time for job i., 1 . J J 
·ptoce_ss_ing beg11)s· .(~xc·l:us.iv.e ·o.t· facili~_y chan eover time), and" 
" 
·:y{i·k-l' ik) is the :elap~~d- ti-me between the comp etion of the proc-











;. .: . 
.• 
·s 
I I I • BRANCH AND BOUND ALOORITHM1 .' 16 ' 19 ,. 
.,. t,•. 
• The Branch and Bound technique is a method for the~. solution of p 
a combinatorial problem. A combinatorial problem is defined to be 
one of assigning discrete numerical values to some finite··variables·· 
X, in such a way as to satisfy a set of constratnts and minimize some 
objective function Z(X). . . u . ' " In particular, the · Traveling Salesman 
problem assigns the values of O or 1 to·- the: .varia·bles X = x . . where ; 1J 
xij is one, if the salesman .. travel.$ f°:roi.n. c.ity i 'to ci~y J. and :0. ot~er-
wise •. .TJ;l.C3 constraints of the p:·ro·bl'em a.re sJ1ch ·that the· :sale·snfaii m.ust . 
.ift.art at some city; visi·t: each o.f t:he :othe,r ·c·t:ties once· and. ·only 
:~ 





C . . X ·· .. 1J 1·J: 
w:h,ich re.p:re$e·nts the total ·cost: o':f: ·vt·s1ttng each c0i'.ty, •. 
. ... 
,: 
.b·o~q. .algo rithmo: 
. . 
. A: p·articul.ar assignment of numeri:¢;~:l 
.J .......... 




~ ).... . 
___ -_ ... ·--·~-· __ -_:__ -~ ~---------
satisfies all the constraints. . . 
__ , ..._. _ __:__ __ -- ______ -----·---------· ------- ---~--. -
.~ 41" • {}: n = { s~ the set of all solutions· to the combinatorial problem. 
S: A subset of O. 
Partition o.f {l:: An exhaustive division of .0 in't'o ·d.JsJoirtt .. subs.e~:~: 










S(N): The subset scOrepresented. by the node N. • 
.... . Intermediate Node: A' node if -from which no branching has yet 
taken place • 
• ,, ..... 
Branching: The. process of partit-iQiJ.ln~ a subset into m di..~_joint 
• 
artd s . n s . = <I> i I= J'. •. 1. J . I\: , .. >. 
t' 
-Final Node: An - intennediate .. p:ode· .. N: .fo.r: :Y"h.±eh ... :S.(~) consi~ts of: ._a 
single sl.ution·s. 
~ ... ·. ;·· :-• 
:,,: . 
... · 
all solutio·ns associ·ate¢ ·wt th node N. 
U:t;iliz.ing th.e above definitions tlie: Br·anq'l1 ~nd.:.Bo.und algorithm 
" 
ma:y· .be: .described as a set of rul.EJ·s. for: . 
. " .. :. 
(3) :Ch·ooS:i)rig· an. int~·rtjled·iate node f-.rom; which. to b'raJl¢h, ·.next·. . . .. 
(4): 

















~& t~. (5) Recogni~ing whe,i ~- f'in.al nc>:de: co.n.tains aq optimal $olut.io~ •. , :fl 
T}~(Cbl"anching -eharacteristic of the technique pr<f vides_ fQX- _ . ~ • , , ~- ~ ~ ------ - ., __ ,.._, __ ·----- -~ ·-:--.-- --~-
__ ,,. ·'-f.bJ 
., . .,., 
... Qptinial solution before doing so.· The bounding characteristic: :o.f thEi . 
.,._,. t:e·clfri:i.(fue. fw:ilfishes the fOS~ibilit:y of ,.recognizing an optiinal solution 
_pr-io.r: :to comp~ete enumeration. The aim of the technique: .is t·o 'find a 
w.,ay· (or: ways) for early discarding o.f ~ome :o:f th·e :pe··I1ll'lltation~ v:hich . .. " ~ . . 
1na)f :produce :nqli,-opt.imal solutions. 
• 
'. : ·.~) 
1 
' . ,·:} 
___ .... 
. .. ·~. 10 
Branching from no-des "·to new nodes 
Branching in the Branch and Bound algorithm is defined as th8 
,process of parti t-ioning a subset S in.to m disjoint subsets 
,. 
. ~' 
s. n s. ·= <1> 
1 J . 
·1 
. 
this l>l"Ocess can be visua:[tZed as the creation of a tree. . . ; - ' 
The: init:fal 
.. , --.·- .. · ... ·· ·-' . . 
rtode a.t; the tree represents O , the Sl;lt of a.It E;OluUons. 
··.:,s.:·, 
are created by the process and the nodes OJ the tree represent the 








.. 2 Si .. · 
.N. 3 
.s·1  -·. ~-. 
l 
u.· ·s ·- n -2 
() s2. - <I> -
......:a..:..., ___ ~----- - ------ ---· ~ __ ...,.-'--...,___- . ~-----.-
~-·--s-r1··-
N=4 811 u 812 s 1 
s ~ s - <I> -
·11 12 
" 
:ftg.\l·r.e._ 1 -~ :llranch and Bound Tree 
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\. Several types of strategies are possible for, the b·ranching opera-
-tions. One such strategy is that every node N create two new nodes 
N+l and N+2. Node N+l has the property that S(N+l) cbnt,ins those· 
solutions -in n which assign a given value to some variable Xij, while 
node N+2 ~epresents the subset S(N~) which contains those solutions. 
in O which prohibit the same variable from taking on a value. Within 
the ·above context, two basically different .alternatives for branching 
''• ·-,._.·.-•~-•>•o·""-
,. - .• ' 
r 
:... 
The first alternate (the one utilized by Little,- et al. 16. are possible. 
19 and Pierce and Hatfield) would be to branch in such a way that 
S(N+2) is likely not to contain the optimal solution. In other words 
this method would branch in such a way that L(N+2) would be a maximum. 
One advantage of this type of branching is that nodes such as N+2 will 
have higher lower bounds and, therefore, once a final node is obtained, 
·t_bese nodes may not need to be evaluated further. This method may be 
:defined as branchiijg such that the alternate cost ( cost of not selec-
ting node N+2) is the.greatest. 
The second alternate is to branch in $·uch a way that S(N+l) is 
likely to contain the optimal solution. This method branches from 
the node where L(N+l) is a minimum and the final node will contai~, 
. - --- . 
~. - - - ... - ---~~---'.~ _- ___ _-__:_-:__::_~---~--=L-=-if-- -110t --opti11ra1:' ~Oltrtfons '~.-solut f-oris--wh-f~h-~--~~~ -=~-uf :fic~i~:ntiy -go~d- th~t-----
.._.,,.; 
• 
can be utilized for eliminating the need for exploring large number 
o.f other nodes. 
; 
Another strategy that may·be employed for-branching is that at 
every node m new nodes could be created. Each of these nodes assigns 
to a variable one of them possible values. All nodes represent sub-
,,,;_ 
• 
. '. ·- .. '.':.. . ·, .. · 
........ ····· 
.. 
-··~ .: ··•• . . • !' "'." .. :· : ; ·~ . 
.. . 




- ' """ 
.• . l· . 
.;: 
12 
sets for which the variables have either assigned values or remain 
unassigned. An argument for this approach is that nodes when they 
,,,. are created, are all useful in that they assign values to variables, ~ 
rather than prohibiting certain values. This type of branching is 
17 utilized in-the job shop algorithm given by Lomnicki. 
Determining lower bounds for the new nodes 
• e The bounding characteristic of the branch ·and bound algorithm 
• 
provides the algorithm with the characteristic of·~etennining the 
optimal solution prior to complete enumeration. The computational " 
choice here is between the effort in obtaining high lower bounds for 
nodes as opposed to obtaining the same net effect by generating 
additional, :nodes·. 
A :uset,u·1 concept in constructing ·1ower bounds that was developed 16 
·by L~ t.t).e ·et al. ut 11 izes the redqced cost matrix. If a constant (h) 
is :subtracted from each element of a row of the cost matrix, the cost· 
:.of ·any ·s·equence under the new matrix is h less than under the old • • 
Th·is i.s ·because ~very sequence must contain one and. only one element 
' . 
Hence, the re~uced matrix may be obtained from the . '> 
is the cost of the sequence under the matrix before reduction, z1 (t) 
the cost under the reduced matrix, and h the sum of the constants used 
in making the reduction then: 
















-~;. :13 ... 
~-
--since a reduce.d· mat,r:i;~ ·cont.ains~only non-negative elements, h 
constJ..tutef? -a.· Iowe·r bound on the cost of t under the original matrix. 
The e.fff·c.i·ency of the branch and bound algorithm rests very 
st;.~_ng_ly :pn the :d~V:°f.c~s used to· s-p·~j~ t the subsets- and to find. t.he 
.ldwer bounds. -~other :m¢tho_d of generating lower :bounds 1:s d~'scribed 
17 by Lomnicki: fo·r the solution of a th rce mqchin~· :Sch·ectulihg .. p~to:b.lem,c. 
Choosing an :intermediate node from which to next b.ra.nch 
Any bounding node with a lower ·_boli.nd less· than the: co.st o·f t'.l1e.' 
least ca$:t1y :t~a,sib.le :s9_l·µtio_n d.is.co:vered tq d:ate is: ~i": poss-ibl~ 
-cand:id.a:te :fo-r p,t-an-ch.ing._. A policy, is: 1tee.ded to .. choose among the 
·---<~-~ndidates, whi.ch- -may: be qrrite: -_large ·.i.n. numbe-r o. :Two such polic:fe$ 
are ( 1) branc-h f:ronf t)i~ lowe.st :bo·uhd. arid (2) ·b:ra1tch from the :newe.~t, 
active bounding _pro-biem_ .• : 
.. -
bo:und.!t Tbi-s po:1.1.c.y· )i_a$ the adv-.a11tag:e tha..t t-he ·tqta.1 ~mo:unt. o.f comput a-
t ion ts °Iril-nim:ize:d 'how.ev.er.: the volume of intennediate. data that must .. . . ' . . .. , . . .... , ' . . . . . .. . ... ' ' 
. ' 
'pe S:to·red in the computer may be quite large 0 
ii;' 
:trom the latest problem created by br·anching. This strategy can be 
fmp.lem~:p.ted. w.i.t'h· a "push down'' stac:-{. E._a_c·h t fme branching is car"t\i~-d .. 
. . 
,o:ut·--:, the new p·ro·blems ·are placed on tl..e .top of the stack, and those 
. .. . .: • . .· . I I 
' ' 
--- b¢1ow :are · pu:sQ.ed down· Q Ea \.~ii time branching is to. be performed, the 
, ·p<ro,b:i.,e·m. ·curren~ly on the top of .-thL' stack is examined o If it is active., ... , 
b.:rap.cltfng i~- carried out upon i 1,. If it is not active, the next 





problem on the top of .. the stack is examined •. This policy has the 
advantag~ that, for most problems, a minimum.;.of computer storage is 
. .., required, however, many more branching operations may be required. 
The branch from the newest active bounding problem policy i~ _ 
'l - ~ 16 utilized by the algorithms: ;develope·d by· liit-t.ie·., et al., and .P~erqe 
and Hatfield1~ 
Recognizing when ~-- node contains only infe.a·si]?ie·. -o:r ;non--optimal nodes 
Infeasible so)~µti6i1s will occur in ·the, '\rrave.1·tng Salesman" 
problem if some city is visi:ted twice .. ap.d: .. in the. Pie·~c~ an.d.- Hatfield 
ai.gor:ithm when a sequence se'l~_cted· will r~_stii t in. th·e vit{J..ation ._of: a 
-ciea.~_line -and/or arrival const·r~tnt·. Th'ese .infeasible- sc,lu;tions can· 
be recognlz¢d by putting appropri.~te· infinities in. t:h~ ·co·s:t ·m~.:t~.i~ 
~ . 
after each b+anc.hing·. _If:, I.at.er:, L(N) = oo for som¢, .node· then. S:(:N) 
~-
cont a ins o·n1y irif.easible solut:·ionso Non-opt,imal s:o1.u·tJori$ ar.e 
re·cognized by comparing L(N) tq: t:i:ie. be,st Z(s) to date. 
Recognizing when a final node ·colil'ain~ ·an optimal solution . . . .. 
A. final node c·ont ai_ning :s is re9qgnized as optimal if :Z'·(s) f t((N):: 
fo.r each intermediate -node N. , 
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In tenns of the general Branch and ~0µ11d algoj:-.i..tJiln the algorithm 
d _ 19 .. .. . . d. . . proposed by Pierce an Hatfield cari_: :l;>e' ·st·at:e· · as follows: 
(1) Branching from1 rtod~.s to new. p:odes:: Ci;fv¢n the intermediate 
node N from which next t·o b·rartch ·e.reat:e ·two new nodes, N+l 
1, ~ and N+2. S(N+l) contains ·a:11 seqµenc.es ·for which contain 
the transition f_rom job i. to .Job _j and S(N+2) contains al~ :• 
sequences which· do. not. cont.a.i'n_, the t.ransition .. f .. rolli job .. i. to 
job j • Jcft~$ .i .:and· }: are s·e .. 1e·ct.-ed. ,_su-ch to· ·.niax.imize t(·Nt.2) .• 
(2:} ])etermining low~·r bouµ(f~, for th.e ne.w· node·.~-:: ··The: lo~_e.r .1>.ot111d 
for S(N+l) equals the sulll .C>-f ·t.he _process:ing· t±iri~ :fo:r all, 
... 
job ( i p. for all i) plus· tµ~: sum .. ·o.f th.e· mtn·imum :of :ea.ch" 1 
column of the cost matrix (!bi for a·11. :.1) ·plus· ·t<tiE;f s:um of · 
\: the minimum. c>.f eac.h row ( ~ r i for al.I. ·t:} ~::tt:er subt.rijct:i11:g ._;,. 
-b_1 :(rojn .each column in the cost ma-1;-rix·, 1 • .-e .. ,., lower bouiid 
S·(N+l) = i p. + i b. + ~ r. for all i. The lower bound fo·r: 1 · 1 1 
S(N+2) is equal to the lower bound for S(N+l) plus th~ -sum 
.. 
·· the n- node was selected • ...... '· ,,I,,.. 
-~, 
Letting Bmax equal t~e sum 
, 
~-of minimum entry in column plus 'm:i.n:imum. · ~-i)tj:y in. row, 
. ,. 
L(N+2) = L(N+l) + 8max• 
. , 
.... .:.· 
(3) Choosing an intermediate no:q~.: f·rom. which to next branch: 
Branching takes place f:rom· tJ1~ .intermediate node N for wh·it~h 
L(N) is a minimum • 
..... 
•• 
. ,r;. ..... •. 
• 
:·; . 




. < • 
... 
( 4) .. Recognizing when a nede-eont-a-i-ns only infeasi.-ble or· ·n~-~-,~ 
optimal solutions: Infeasible solutions will occur if the 
dummy tenninal job is processed before all jobs are com-
pleted, i.e., a subtour i{ fonned; or when infeasibility 
" 
is detected from a feasibility table. (q. ·< 0 or q. < O; 
-1 1 
.See- ·Section V. and VI.) or from the cost matrix. Inf~asible 
-
·-~olutions can be recognized by ce.rtain sequences which resul'.~ .. 
... 
:.iii: each entry in any row or column of the· cost matrix. 1?ein.~· 
~q~al. to _Q> • Each entry· )V~i.ch· iS. e.q:µ-a_l to 00 implies that 
th'is p~rticular element ·1s inadm:t~slble. Non-optimal 
solutio._ns are recognized by :compari_ng: -~(N). ,to ·the best Z(S) 
to.= :·date. 
:(5): ~cognizing when a final .. node. •co·nt)iins :an. o·p .. tim~l ·s_o:1utiop_: 
.A.. :ftii:-al node containing .S is :rE;rcogni_z~d .as: an optimal 
l t . . f Z ( S) < L __ .(·N_-.. ·)·_.· f. h • t -.. -d ... t d N so, u ·ion 1 _ or ea<! · in -erm~ · ;1~ e .no:-.- e. _ :. 
The· )iletho.d· of branching1 utllJzed in: ·t.his; algcrrltllni is :b:i.~~_Iichi~g 
t:o.: ·the: lowe·-st. ·newly active node ·wtt~r~ ·:t)ie ob;Je·cto±ve :i:s to· :fJn_d: a· 
feasible solution and, p-roviding the first solution is non-optimal, 
. ·~ 
. .. . . 




the selection of this type of branching is that a feasible soluticn 
will --be available after the .first co.mplete pass through the algorithm_ 
in the even.t the computations are discontinued prior to the determi-
:"na:'ti.oii <>.f an _optimal solution or the·. p'roo.f of optimality has been 
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.•.. ··r·· • ""''- ··----·~,"j'"-comp 1 et ed 1£ an opt.imal solution has previously been determined • 
The approach used in this algorithm is that .in each stage of 
. " . " 
the algorithm job pairs selected are synthesized to form a s1.ngle 
job, thus· providing a sequencing problem iq.e1;1tical in fonn to the 
original but having at each stage: o.ne: ·fewer· jobs. :Cc,>nsider the 
deadline constraint problem ·as .desc·ri:b~d by equatioJl~· -1. and 2 in 
Section II of this paper where ·the. selection of pair· {:i ,.j) fo;r 
inclusion in the combination ·bfaing generated form jo.b w·. .Job 'Vt now 
has the foll_owtng characteris'tics in the new-ly ·fqr.m~'d.: -irro.blem·: 
., 
Pw =Pi+ C(i,j) + pj 
C(r, w) - C.(r~ i) 
C(w, r) - C(j_, .:r): 
C(w,w) - a,:-







Eqtration Ge insures :that the: dead.1.in¢s: for jo·b .i. ·.aµd: jqb j will 
• 
be met if job w is .pro:peS~fa·d prior to ,Qw·· ro. insure in the ultimate 





~~ states are first and last respective~y the ·following consideration- ;1 
- .... • . . 
. •. ... ..... 
. -· - • '....J • ., 
' 
. ~ .._ I ----~-.tt~T-IIC. -.,..•'lJ ... ~~~,-11·~·1 ;·~ 
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-·- ~ A must also be applied to job w: 
!!, 
... 
· ••. !" 
.. 
• 
If job w was formed from .initial dummy job, set C(w,t) = oo 
. ~ 
- where job t -is the dummy job r·e_p·re-senting the tenninal state of 
the facility. (6f) --
;-........ lf job w was formed from terminal dummy .Job, set C(s, w) = ro 
where job s is the dummy job represep~_in~, ·the initial state of 













, ~ :r .. -::t.: 
~ In this···way, the selection of (i;j) 'resu1·ts· in the "creation ·of·1 
the single job w to replace job i and job j, and produces a new 
...... 
sequencing problem with one less job. 
At each stage of the algorithm, it is also necessary that. t~e 
deadline constraints be applied. Deadline constraints are discussed 
in Section V. ' '' A complete example for ~he application of the Pierce 
and Hatfield algorithm for a deadline. :co~st.raint problem is found iri_ 
Appendix A. \ 
In addition to the :deadline· f.ot e~·c·h. j.cib i,.· ·d1., .tti.~~~ :ma.y exist 
an earliest start time -~t·' pr.io.r to whi:ch-. J}o· )~·toc.essi'ng. of· Jo:b .i may 
take place. The basip _pro·blem fo:t t·he. :Seq\1e·11c:i'ng: ·p.ro·blem whe·rt the 
earliest sta.rt t·im~: is_: 'in:clud·e·d; with (le:ad1.ines .are giv.¢i1 by Equat.~o~s-
3 , 4 , and 5 i~: S_e_ptJo:n I I •. 
This problem can; !Q~ hand:led· in much ·t:he: same wa:y as the problem 
for the deadline co.nstr,~in.ts with some a:dq~:ttq·n~l re·st:rictions. The· 
f:irst change that must· ... be incorporated :for t_'he e~·r_lie_st st-art t~me: 
·constraints is tl)a:t the original setup cost matrix must be modif i~d 
to reflect an inter job elapsed time matrix, C'(i,j), which represents L 
.~{. . 
. . , 
--~·------ .. ~- . ---·~- ·---~ ,,,,~.,,;;; . • r .::.,~~-'L .. __ ·:._ ,,~ :-,,,;:;: -·- ~we., . ·'" ~ '-~~-~--t:h~hortE1~:rt~i-~s~i1 time~·tI1at- c~n possibly -~~cur b~t;~en· jobs i and 
.. j in the subsequence (i,j) in any feasible solution • 
· · C ' ( i , j) = Max i -:0,1:.,_ .• _ •.• ,tti-;: j =·1,2, ••• ,m+l 
ceeding as before to fonn job w from the se:Iected pa~:Lr (i,j), job 
now has the following characteristics: 
' + C'(i,J") + p. Pw = pi J 







• ~ .-.··~ -- _ . .__.,, ···.-:<· ... -. ~! :- ... -
r. 





·~C'(w,r)""= max (C'' ( i, j) ,·~ ar 




C' (w, w) - ct) 
- (6k) 
d - . (d ·.' d . + C'(i,j) + p.) (61) 
IJll.D 
-w J 1 J ... ~ 
aw - max ( a-. ' a. 
- C'(i,j) 
- P,t) (6m) - ' ]. J .. 
G 
Equations 6f and 6g are still v8.lid With C(i,j) replaced l)y C'(i,_j). 
0 
.. ... . 
,. .. . 
With the exoeptio~ that the matrix. utilized for the selection Of 
. , 6 pairs (i,j) is now the inter job ei.apsed time matriX (C'(i,j) and 
•. 
the incorporation of equations .6h through 6m to replace equations 
6a througif equations 6e, the Pl"9C8dure :for solution of the deadline 
and earliest start time const:ra].nt pnibleJll are the same as desctibEld ' · ..... 
for the deadline constraint problem. In thif:1 Problem it is necessary 
to apply both the d8l:ldline artd earL,i.est start time constraints at 
each stage in the -algorithm. E:arl . ies:t .st-·a_rt t"ime constraints: are 
. .' . . . ' . . ' . . ... -- · .... -. . . 
discussed in Section VI. An exl3Jllple of the algorithm for delJdline 
and earliest sta.rt time constraints is included in App,endixB. 
-:< 
. .. .... ·'1,. ,-
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V. DEADLINE CX>NSTRAINTS 
A feasible solution is defined as a .solution based on the fact 
th~t by _time. t the processing of all jobs i with deadlines di S t 
.. 
must be complete. The deadline constraints develOped by Pifrce19 
~ . 
identify· particular ordered pairs ( i, j) whose se·iection will result 
ii\ Q.O:p~ feasible soi.u:tions. Such pairs ( i, j) -a.re set equal to a, in e 
. 
' • \,t . 
the setup cost ·matrix C and are thereby considere.d .a;n· inadmissible 
element to seiect· d1.t·ring the _,generation of the :d~sired ,solution. 
20 . . 
·.· 
-Smith ·- stat--es .that .if ·tAe . .pro_cessi:ri"g_ t<ime fot· jo.-b i, pi 
- ie· indepen.µent of the job's posii.:t_io_n. in ·t.iJ.¢· -.sequence,. air is th·e ca·se: 
i"n this problem, then the max.imum 1·at.eness is rninimize·(i. when the jobs 
are ~rdere.d so that di ~. 4i+i .. Th.e'.fefore .. , if ·tlJ."e ,Jobs: -are ordered 
in increasing order by de·adlirie ·so_. thai .j'
1
.. < ··j ~ a. :-n_ec·essary condition 
... J 
. 
for the existence of a feasible: s.olu-tiort lo· t:he· seq1~encing probl~m is: 
·k· - 1,.2:, .. o, _o .• ,.m.+l. (7a) 
where b . is t:he _minimwn ele.ment in the c<Jlumn· :pf· matrix C: ·associated J 
with job j. ~nd is -a lower _bound --on thEf /ti.me r~quired in arty sequence 
• --:""I,_ • .... • ~ - -::. -
---
-- • •• ~ - •• • • • ~ ,!lo :, •• ·--- --- · ~--· J:r.--~ ·---to ·prepare--t~h-=-e--'facility··-for~pro·cessing .Job j . 
I 
Using the v_alues of ek, the val.lie of" qk., an upper bound on the 
t 
amollllt of time available before _time· dk for ph>cessing of job i, 
i >. k, can be determined. The va1ue of qk is qk ~ dk - ek and i.n 
... 




















- . -~ 
·- -1 · ... 
21 
:o_.i, 1 t can be shown that the feasibility- cond-it:io~ -(7.a) b.E,comes: 
·q. > 0 -1- i = 0 , 1 , -• . . ·, tn+l (7c) 
.. " . 
Utili~ing q and e., Pierce has developed the following .feasibility i 1 
-
' tests for i.cl.entif:ying inadmissibl~ _ordered pairs ( i, j): 
=-~~t- ·i be ~ny job, 1 S l. ~- nr., 
.(·8) 
the-~ :( ;i.-/J) .i$' .i·nadmi-s~-ible· • 
. Let ·i ~nd. j_ :lie: any Job:$ .. 1 < i -<· j ·<: )n+t for which q. < q .• ~-- .. -. l. -.. j 
If.: b· ·= ·+ p. > q,. the:n jo~. j cann.ot ·p·.recede job i (9) J . ,J. :i 
.tn: any sequen:ce o_ 
· ~ d.· · · • ·· .• _.b. ·1· fo· ··r· · ··1· ·< :k· <· · ~t~ .-in~ _m-lss,1 -, e .·_ ' __ . ._ i~ 
:sul;>·secfu~nces -(s ,:j) a.~ iriaclm-iss·ible· for: (10) 
.. 
:.(·11) 
(i,m+l) i·s inadm'issible if em> di o 
·11,: ' ,. The application of ·constraint~~rougfi~-l:I fo-,the -set·.:.up--·cost 
matri_x at each stage .of the algorithm as shown in Appendix A w.ili 
detect job' p·a,irs· that: will render a seque~ce infeasible. It ·is.-
, 
important to no·t.e :here that the feasit)ility ·test$ w·i:11 not detec·t 
' I 
all job pairs that are inadmissible. Thu$ it ts: ._necessary to continue 
~ 
to check for infeasibilities as one proceed·f;:: t··h·rough the algorithm. 
The reason why the feasibility tests will ~n_crt d~tect all job pairs ... I 
. . lies in the fact' that the tests are based .op. :sufficient, but not 
-~ 
:,, 






necessary, conditions for feasibility. T~at is, each job pair th.at 
possesses one of several specified characteristics will surely lead 
. ' 
to an infeasible solution... The advantage to be gained by applying 
th~se feasibility tests i$ that the number of alternatives to be 
examined can be reduced earl_y in the game. 
•. . ...~. A complete mathematical proof for these feasibility tests Cl:lll be · 
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VI. A EARLIEST START TIME CX>NSTRAINTS 
In addition to the feasibility tests associated with deadlines 
there is a corresponding set associated with the arrival time 
constraints. Following the suggestion posed by Smith20 and ordering 
the jobs so that J! < JJ which implies a! < a.J (where ! and j sub-
scripts refer ta, jobs' ordered by· l;irrival times and alri+l assumed = O), 
the equivalent CQnditions for the e:XiStifig of feasibility and 
expressions for and e:xpress.1.ons fo.r D'i and ~i which corresponding 
toe. and q1. may be· stated as f~llows: .]. .... ___ _ 




Jmdm1.·n+l(dm+eol =o .. ar. k .. i-.eO 
1 k .k' qk-1] k = 1 ' 2"" .,in -.c.i$.): 
" > o· or q. 
l. 
· · o· ·1· :!. ·=· . : ., .. ,· ..... ,m (.:;14): 
where f. is the minimum for row i in C'{i,j). The ear,11~st sta.rt 
1 ·--
time constraints that are equivalent to feasibfl:i.ty test (8) thnn.tgh 
.. ( 11) become: 
. Let. i be . .ally job , ·; :a :5 i 5 m :· U C ' ( .f ;JJ -f 1· · > -~;-f'heq-
« 
-(!,J) is inadmissible. ~· 





If Pi·+ fi > Q. then(~,!) is-~rtadmissible 
- - .J. (25) 
for j < k < m. 


































Although (i, j) may be inadmissible in (25), all subsequences 
---
(i,k) are inadmissible for j < k S m+l for which 
(26) 
Let i be any j<>b,. 1 < i. < m. The subsequence (Q,i) 
··,- - -·· 
is inadmissible If ::ai.: ·> :~+i 
.1, .. ·., . (27) 
-. 
The following feasi~:i.lity teifl;s which depend on ix>th the earliest 
. st-art, times and c;i~adline·s rn~.y· .also: be,: app:l.ied:: 
.... 
ai + P1 ~ .. d_i f o.=r. ·t.t:11_ i 
·ai + Pi, + CJ' (i'! j) + Pj S d j 
(28)" 
{~;9): 
The sol.utio:n of a prob).e11l Which .iI1cl1id8s both the deadJine,/3 llnd' 
earliest start constrliintS therefo.re inch1des the application ()f 
constraint {$-li) and(~.;1-29) f0r a f\itther reduction •of th~ total 
search for the. qpt·tmal solµtion. 
The comments made abou,j; the deadline constraints (Section V) 
also apply tO"the arrival ~onstrliints,. Mathematical proofs for the 
' . . 2 a_r.ri.v.al const:raints can be f-ounct·· in the same re,fE;!.rence. -• 
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VII. OBJECTIVE OF THE THESIS 
..... '' . The general objective f.unction of the ·rraveling Salesman type 
problem. is to min·imize Z(x) = ~.cijxij as given by equation 6. At 
1 J 
any stage in the Branch-and-Bound algorithm certain critical job 
pairs are selected for inclusion in a given particular sequence. If 
the remainder of the job pairs for the sequence can be selected in 
J such a way as to not increase the value of Z(x), this particular 
complete sequence will represent a: _po.s,sible solution to the problem 
. J 
providing the sequence produ¢~d. ·-i:s ·!¢~:s ible. 
tt- :_$s,, th~ ,ol)Je~ct·ive of· thts .thes1J; tt> -4evelop a procedure :tJiat -~ . . .. . 
. ... 
'· 
will at each ··n9d.e' i11, t-lie: branch: and -ooun._cl· algo.rithm ·attempt t.o s·e1ect 
a sequence o~ job pairs that will result ~-n .a feas·ibie· :$dlut.ion w,ith..;;.: 
~ut inc.rea·sing the value of Z(x) at· .the _given: node where th¢: j~:fb pa.fr. 
sele·c·tion- is possible. This· pro·cedure will be evaluated .ili' ·te~s. ·o-:f· 
it.s, usefulness in.- r~d.:uciiig: the number of nod'es that will re.qutre· 
evaluation and .. its )J.-P:.llity· in solving prob--ie~s o 
The propos_ed procedure takes advantag:e of- fhe Branch,: and Bo.und 
algorithm f.s sel-ection of desirable job pairs and t·he reduc~d ·co.st 
.,\ . 
.,._ 
..... ------ -1""'.,"- ... __ . _..___ -~-- -~- ; .•. : -· .... · --~:.. - -- - --- •· _._....· .• ·. -.-:_· _......:.....:,. ____ _ ~ . • - - ----•------- - ---·---:-~ - - ·J :~ .--. . •. ...__ •. ·- - ..... 
- ----=-mat-rix ·used J;y· ·the algoritimf-~ --The~~ reduced cost matrix 1>rov1d·es a . -~--
matrix structure which is desi_rable for application of a~1signment·: 
},; p·roblem techniques. ~-
. .. 
The assignment problem t·echn··iti-~~ a.tt:e111pt~d .. at :each-·node ia a 
... 
special case assignment problem that does ·not allow subtours while 
examining the zero elements df the reduced cost .,matr.ix to produce a 
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~ 
J The. assignment problem solution utilized for the proce·dure is 
· 4 14 described in Churchman, Ackoff, and Arnoff and i~. Kuhn • Since 
-
this method has been documented in detail by the references cited, 
as well as many ot~er publications, the solution to .this problem 
will not be covered in this paper. 
Evaluation of the proposed procedure to determine its utility 
• 
and .limitations were performed by utilization of computer programs 
that were developed for this purpose. Statistical tests and analysis 
were performed on the results of the test data to provide a comparison 
of the computational procedure to the Pierce and Hatfiel~ algorithm. 
"· 
!, 
,·. -·· ·-. 
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VIII. COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Several IBM 360 computer programs were written for the develop-
ment and testing of the computational procedure. The computational 
1 procedure incorporates the subroutine ASCHEK (a~sigrunent problem 
solution checker) which is shown in.Block 5 of the flow chart 
(Figure 2) into the Pierce and Hatfi~lµ Algorithm. 
The complete computational procedure i~ shown in Figure 2 •·. The ' 
Pierce and Hatfield Algorithm as programmed for this evaluation is 
as shown in Figtire 2 with the deletion of B_loqks 5, 6, and 7 of 
flow chart. 
The results of a program as ..sho.wn in Figure 2 with Blocks 5, 
6, and 7 deleted were compared with a program as shown in Figure 2 
to determine the validity and utilization of the computational pro-
cedure. 
. . 
lnfcfrniat:Lon ·flO'W through the programs is as follows: 
Block 1: This block initializes for the problem, reads in the 
fl/( 
cost matrix C( i, j), r~ads in pi, di, aiT(_~=~, 1, .•• ,m+l), 
and Kl4=1 for problem with.both deadline and arrival 
4 \ 
-




Block 2: This block const.ructs C'(i,j). If Kl4=0, C'(i,j) = 
C( i , j) ; if Kl 4=1, C ' ( i , j ) = MAX [ C( i , j) , a j - di ] • • 
The indices for ordering of jobs by deadlines and 
• earliest start time are also computed. 
" 








. : ) 
... 'i • .,._ '6, ·._~ 
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... 
Blo··ck 3: This block calls the subroutines BFIND, OOTBLE, and FEATST 
and saves the C' matrix for the next pass through the al:-
gorithm. Subroutine BFIND- computes bi and f 1 for .the 
~ 
cost matrix. Subroutine IX>TBLE computes the feasibility 
tab_le for application of the ,feasibility tests and sub-
routine FEATST applied the feasibility tests.to the cost 
•' :.. 
matrix data (if Kl4=0, t-est 8-ll are applied; if Kl4=1 
all tests are applied). 
--..'lil;''·· . ·-~ •, . . 
. 
-B:loc.~s_.:1-12: The main loop for the processing of the selection of 
job pairs in a given sequence are selected in these blocks. 
Q:10.ck_ 4: This block calls the subroutine REDUCE and computes MINCST. 
The subroutine REDUCE reduces the C' matrix by subtracting 
b. from each column of the mat·rix and subtracting the 
). 
minimum in each row (r.) after the b. operation has been ]. 1 
performed. MINCST is set equal to l: p, + i 1 
l; b. + 
i ]. 
-
~ r. i 1 
and represents a lower bound for the node to be selected. 
Blocks 5,6,7: Blocks 5, 6, and 7 are the modifications that were 




- - - -- --- .. -~ 
'.·'-
--- ~fie sollition··of toe problem UtiliZlhg ~1?,e fii<?tlified -~·s·s.!gn~v-·-.----,-----~--- -, 
"' 
ment problem ,technique. These blocks are the main differ-
.. 
\ 
~nces· of the computational procedur.e • 
. ,· 
. 




tests the reduce matrix (developed in Block 4) for a 
,. ,r 
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Block 6: This block tests if an assignment proQlem solution was 
possible. If assignment problem solution was possible, 
and if this solution is feasible, control is passed to 
block 7. If assignment problem solution was not possible 
or is infeasible, control is passed to block 8 for 
selection of job pair assignment. 
Block 7: This block saves the present tour and cost of this tour. 
The cost of the tour is placed in IDWEST to represeJ?.t-
cost of best tour detennined thus far. Control from this 
block is to block 16. 
Block 8: This block calculates a 8 for e41ch zero in the reduced 
C' matrix. The job pair selected for insertion into the 
problem is that zero entry will have the maximmn 8 • 
( (J is sum of the minimum entry in each column of the 
reduced matrix and the minimum entry in each row of 
the reduced matrix for a particular zero entry). 
Block 9: This block is required to terminate the investigation of 
a selected sequence after a value of the selected sequence 
. . _ ~ exceeds a previously determined feasible solution, _ T.b~ 




value of the best selected tour was·' stored in w·WEsT 
during a previous iteration in Block 13 • 
. . 
-Block 10: This block is a bookkeeping. block and prepares the pro-
blem for the next pass through the main loop (Blocks 4-12). 
' 1 
This block calls the subroutines RECX>N,~ BFIND, OOTBLE, 
.:, 
and FEATST. The subroutine REOON is the main bookkeeping 







the .job pair selected and performs the necessary operations '. I 
as indicated by equations 6a througb, 6f or equations 6h 
through 6m, as appropriate for the problem being solved. 
The matrix is also reduced in size by deleting row i and 
column j from the matrix for the .j 9p ( i, j) sel~cteq. The 
funct.ions of the subroutines BF·I,ND, OOTBLE, and FEATST 
are as efplained earlier. 
Block 11: This block tests the feasibility of the new f"ormed problem 
after t);l~ synthe.si~ of job w has ·been. accomplis·hed. In-
"tea-sible solutions are. defected ·by examinatio1i. of fea_s:i..-
l)il;i-ty table for violati.Qns_ of equations 7c and;/ot 14.· 
J:p:f¢~rsfble solutions retµ_r1;1 t-he· _pro~~am: to:· .Bloc_~ l3 ·f'or 
evaluation o:f. re.m_ain-Ing Jpb· .pairs.-
size is 2 ·:,f .·2.· spe:c .. ±-~l computat.i-ona:i _cons.ld·e:rt~t.ions ·are 
When ma'b~x 
·11~,,, to main loo!# "\. t ft ~ • 
:·size l.$_, .gre.a-~·~_r, t'han 2: ,. t._h.e p-r~gram returns 
Block 13: ·Tnis block completes _selection of fi.~al tw.p .job. :pai:rs' 
-~- ~- ,._ .. ~--------
-
~- ~ -- -- - - - - --. ---·-- ·- . - - -· ·-:-
a1'd compu.tes: pres·ent cost of completed sequ.ence. 
,; 
Block 14: This bl·ock tests to determine if cost of present sequence 
is less than. a previously generated sequence. 
Block 15:; This block saves the :best generated sequence. The value 
. 
.t 
of the be·st sequence is transferred to IDWEST for com-
.. . 
parison·to other tours that ~ay be generated. 
:_,j' 
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B~ock 16: This block tests to detennine that ·if value of the best 
sequence is less than an equal to all nodes from which 
·branching may be permitted. Satisfaction of this condition 
will tenninate th~ pro_blem • 
. ... :Block 17·: The purpose of this b:lock is to ~econstruct the problem 
:·"': 
when the conditions at. S"llock 16 show further -nodes in the •· . ,.. .. · . 
r 
algorithm require evaluat:lo_n.:y--for proof of optl~~lity 
or completion of a de.Efire_d· Solutiono Reconst-ru·ct:ion -of . . 
. ' .. ,• •·. ., . 
the problem is accd·mp'li$hed at any node by -~pplic·at:i~_n- ·c),J . . . 
the following steps_. 
(a) C' matrix is res.to red; f~l".Qm mat.r-ix :saved· in ·B.1ock 3 •. 
(b) Read pairs (i,j) committed t·o: be in present-tout .• 
(c) For each pair (i,J) committed _to present tour 
1. Call subroutines: RECDN, BFIND, OOTBLE, FEATST. · 
\t 2~. Se..t C:f(i,j) = a, for each pair (i,j) committed. 
:3. s.:e·t · C' (k, 1) = oo for each pair prohibited in tour. 
(.cl} S·ave ·C·' .matrix for next pas·s •. 
Control from this block -is passed t<J lll.ock= 4 =which is the 
- - - - - -
- - . -beginning of the ma·tn loop .fo:r the. p:roce·ss.,:L:ng of job pairs 
'"!{;further selection. 
;\, 
~· : ~ '• 
... 
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Save C' Matrix 
..... ~ 
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Set up C' for Next Pass 
· 1. ~C'=original C' Matrix ·(block 3) 
2. Read pairs ( i, j) Committed in Tour 
,-3 ~ For each pair ( i, j) committed: 
' ' 
;:4 .• 
a. Call: REOON, BFIND, OOTBLE, 
FEATST 
b • Set C ' ( i , j _) = oo for each 
pair (i,j) committed 
:c •. - Set C' (k, 1) =00 for each p:a:f:r: 
prohibited in tour 
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IX. Method of Evaluation 
A series of tests were designed to determine the .validity and 
w utility of the proposed procedure. The· first tests were conducted 
. with data in which a ·known assignment problem solution was possible 
at the first step in the algorithm. The purpose of these tests was 
to· validate the. procedure and to detennine an estimate of an upper 
limit of the percentage of total time that could be saved from the 
utilization of the procedure. 
. I . The second gr<)_11p ·of test·s -cc»:nstst.eq: o:f applying the procedure 
to problems in whi.ch ·the $et··~up co.st: -:mat:~lx: entries· were randomly 
• 
generated from selected dis·t ~ibut ions with a varying: range of integers. 
:Tb.e· gener~t-.i.o·n. Q.f' the= set·-up cost matrix entries was accomplished by 
'lit1lization of the subroutine RANDU from the IBM Application Program 
22 manual H20-0205-0 • 
In each set of probiems varying deg-ree_s o_f deadline or. d~:aq.l,1ne 
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" 
Twenty problems were tested for each type of problem. Deadline 
constraint problems were tested for matrix sizes 6, 10, and 14. ll ~ "\ 
. 
. 0 Deadline and arrival constraint problems were tested for matrix 
sizes 6, 10, 14, and 18. The maximum size ot' the matrix tested was · 
a function of the processor running time required for the type. of 
problem tested. The purpose of the second group of tests was to 
determine the utility of using the procedure on data where the 
probability of obtaining an assignment solution was not known. _The 
tests were evaluated to de ennine the numper and percentage of nodes 
that could ·'be. saved by: utiliz the. p·rocedure and to determine . ' 
the effects on the total time requi_r:·ed ·to determine an optimal 
soi.ut-io·n to the problems:~. 
-r:~.e problems we_:~e. te.ste_q: O:Ii the IBM 360-50 comp\it.~i"· located at 
the Western Electric ;Engineering Research Center .lop~t.E3.d in Princeton,: 
New Jersey.: ·For eaph problem the, complete processing time and the 
number :o:f node:s tP o:b:tain an opti~~l solution wer¢ recordedo 
'":'.· 
•.\ 
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X. Analysis of Results 
The application of the computational procedure to the tests with 
data in which a known assignment solution was possible verified that 
the procedure worked correctly and in every case produced the same 
optimal solution as the Pierce and Hatfield algorithm. The results 
of the ten problems··! tested shows that the computational procedure 
produced a total.time savings of 47.78 peroent of the total time 
required tor the complete set of problems. The matrix size of this 
set of p·robl.~m.$ included sizes of 6, 10, 14, and 18. The data 
obtained from this set of problems .is· shown in Figure 3. Times 
quoted in the figure are in seconds. 
, The remainder of this sect-ion deals with the evaluatio.n· of' t.he 
r,=l~.ults .o:f. the seco·nd group :o.:f· ·tests in which the se.t·~up :cost .~at~i.c.e.~.: 
·~.I\t;·_:r.ie,$ were randomly gene:rate:d .:f:~m selected distr1buti'ons •. 
Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, s., and. ··g sh.9w a comp·ariso~ o.f- th~: :mean number 
" 
of nodes that were exa~ihecl u:t.ilizi.ng t.lte· :J'lez·ce :and Hatfield algorithm 
with and without the computational p·ro·cedure. 'l'.lie: follo·w-ing list 







·,F~ure 4 - Unifonn Distribution DEita-Deadline Con~train~~-UDlO. 
,,. .r/' 




Figure 6 - Uniform Distribution Data-Deadline Constraints-UDlOO. ~ · . . 
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Size of Matrix - 6, 10, 14, 18 
Type of Matrix - Mixed Types of Matrices 
Comments 
- Deadline or Deadline and Arrival Constraints -
Assignment Solution Possible 
W/0 Aschek W/Aschek Time 
Problem Time Nodes Time 
1 2o71 6 2.40 
2 2.22 6 1.85 
3 2.50 6 lo96 
4 2.54 6 1.99 
-~ 4.54 1:0 3.14 
._6 4.52 :tQ. 2.71 
'• 
·7 5.56 10· 3.54 
8 4.84 10. 2.79 
·9: 9.25 14· ·3.90 
10 20.12 18. 6.42 
W/0 Aschek-







Number of Probl·ems Time Saved 





Number of Problems Nodes Sav~.d ·-= 
Percent elf Total Time Saved -
-
. ., 









0 2 oOl 
0 2.04. 
o· 5.35. 
0 1'3. 1·0. 
W/Aschek 
Mean Std. Dev. 
3.06 
..-








.. · ' · .. • ... · . 
I",, 
1.29 
0··00 ... ' . 
' 2.·so 
o.o.o 

















Std. Dev. 3.89 
Std. Dev. 0.00 
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Matrix Size 
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F·i_g:ure 4 - Unifonn Distribution Data 
Deadline Constraints - UDlO 
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Uniform Distribution Data - Deadline and 
Arrival Constraints - UAlO 
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Figure 8 =~ "lllocked Data Deadline~ Oonstraint,s: - Bfil;O 
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F.igure: .9 - ~Bloc~ed Data - Deadline and 
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Figure 8 - Blocked Data-Deadline Constr.aints-BDlO. 
Figure 9 - Blocked Data-Deadline and Arrival Constraints-
BAlO. 
A composite of the data for problems tested are shown in Table 1. 
\From the Central Limit theorem, 
''If a population has a finite variance of <r 2 and mean µ ,. 
r 
then the distribution of the sample mean approaches the 
' 
·normal distribution with the variance 
:$_S the sample size n increases. 11 
2 
u In and mean µ 
Ut.il·iz.ing this nonnal approximation, statistical :tests were pe.:rformed: 
to· 0¢'.'t.ermi·ne_ if the sample means differed and establish conf ide_nce--
:-1-i-mit.s. fo:r this fact. The statistical test utilized here was t·he 
t.es.ti~g -.of. tij~ student's t statistic18 . The t-test statistic fo.:_r: 
...... 
... 




2/ .. ·· 2,1··-._. 
- S · ·_. n_· ·:-.1-. '. +· ·S. -· .··It - .. · 2. 
+ 2: 2 X ) 
2 
(n1 + n2 - 2) 
·Fmm the -d·ata .. :shown -in Table 1 
n -· n2 - 6 -.... 
·,l 
2 2 
(I :..,; (1 
-1 "· ~ 
• 
The hypothesis (H) to be ·tested was: H: :µ:1 ;:;: 
~-
.. 
~ ; . 
. , 
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45 
of the t-statistic showed that t = -3.581 with 10 .degrees of freedom 
(NDF). Examination of a table for the t-distribution18 showed that 
the hypothesis (H) should be rejected for a S .01 (t _995(lO)= 3.169) 
wh'ere a is the probability of making a type I error. Hence one may 
,.,,, 
conclude the mean number of nodes examined with and without the 
--compu"t at ion al procedure differ significantly with a confidence limit.· 
for values of a S • 01. 
' 
From the statistical test above and figures 4,5,6,7,8 and 9 
JI it has been shown that the number of nodes examined with the 
r 
computational procedure was less than the Pierce and Hatfield algorithm. 
Hence it was necessary to investigate the savings in time which 
may or may not· result from utilization of the procedure. 
~ 
A. cot;nposite of the data for the time required for optimal s<>l-utlons: 
i:s.- sbown in Table 2. From the data shown in Table. 2, it should be 
note·d that the mean time for solution of the problems with and with.-
out the computational proce·dure do not appear to differ signif ican~:.ty-
and the percentage of total time varies from 2 to. 6 percent. Testing t') 
of the data in Table 2 utilizing the student's t statistic as .exj>lained 
earlier yielded the following results: 
T;tie hypothesis: H: µ 1 - µ. 2 
where ,. 
• 
·•t ,J. I• 
nl :-·· 11.2 =., ,6 
0'2 _ 2 
1 = O' 2 
NDF = 10 .. 
·, 
f 






























Node$ Examined For 
Optimal Solution 
Mean Stdo Dev. W/0 W/0 
Aschek W/Aschek 
22.33 16.96 
· -17 .25 13.30 
15 :.i55 ·11,iii.45. . 
. 
. . . .. 















































Time Required in Seconds 
• For Optimal Solution 
Mean Stdo Dev. 
W/0 W/0 
Aschek W/Aschek Aschek W/Aschek 
19.83 19.29 30.67 30.95 
l4.21 20.o:84 20. o.64 
l ~/ .• 0.8- 15: •. a·s 28 o.31 .·. - . . .. 
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t(l - a /2)(10) = -0.329 
Examination of a table for the t-.distributfoli showed that for any 
nominal value :of a the hypothesis. Sho'.uld b·e accepted • 
. H~nc·.e ·from this statis1;:i¢a1 .. t~st :it: w.as ·shown that the mean of 
_ ··t.imes required for· ~olution. o.:f: the p~b·J.~.ms· tested showed no signif--
i.cant d.ifference for·· ~·fth·~;r method:: ·when .. all. problems are considered. 
Since it h·ad been ·Eth.Qwn :for: :all pro·blems tested that the mean 
time fo.r solution s.howed ·net significant difference, each individual. 
res.ult-ad when. :e)C·a_mined independently. The rElsUl ts of examining ~·ac·h 
;i,nq..iv'iqµ~l $et: o·.f .problems is shown'. in 'Table 3. The data from Tab.le ·3 
indicaJ~·eQ. t.h:~.:r:e w·cl.-s no signif;i.c~p:t ·d:iJ.fE;Hrence in the data when the 
i.nd.ividual .gt·oups were examine.d.. .'rhese st.atJ.·st.ic.a-1 tests are 
'v:e:.ri'f·:ie.d by the percentage of to.tal time s4ved column in Table 2. 
~ 
.Th;e preceding statisti_c.al ·test has shown: ·that the mean time· ·fo.~r 
:t·h~: :o:pt'.imal $olut.ions for· both methods dtd not .d~fier signi:ficantly· 
., ...... ·~.: 
11 
,for all data eJt~mtned. :s.f:multaneously ,or Whe·n the ·indiyidual groups of 1p 
:-•,; 
data were examined, hence it· .·be:came·: necess~~Y to examine the 
variance ( u 2 ) to detennine it::S .effe:c~s o·n t.he $blution times. From 
the data shown in Table 2 it was noted that the standard deviation 
<Pf the times required for an optimal solution for each set .of data 
,. 
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Stati~ticaI Test Results. fQ:r· 
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:_s~·t of given problems~- Analysis of the effect of the variance on the 
,time required was detennilied by de·veloping a hist?gram (frequency 
distribution) of a r~ti<;> of the time required by the Pierce and 
Hatf~eld algorithm v.ersus the time required by the computational 
procedure. The ;hi·s.togram for this ratio is: shown in 'tigure 10. 
Examination o:f :Figure 10 ·verifie.cl tb·e ,stati-stical test that the 
mean soluti911 t:;i~~ w·a~- :·rtq:t $:ignif ica11tly diffe-rent: fo:r the.- two rnet·.hods ,. 
(mode of ratto: .is near: loO) ·however the distri.put.ion .of t-h.e: ratio .s·hows 
that the frequen:CY distri.b·ut.ion was skewed to th~. rigJ1t a A.. cumulative: 
.f:-requency plot- for the ratio of· ·t·tmes 1s shown: :.±n: :Ftgt1.r,e 11. F·;ro·m. 
Figures 10 -a~q. 11 it was noted -th·at: the· pro_bability· o:f sav1ng_·s 
time (for ·the- problems tested) by·· utiliz(lti.o_n c:>"f the co_mputat-ion·a·l 
T);te statistical tests: and. ·analysis for the data we-:re the-
:p:rob.ability of obtaining ail :~·S$·J.gnrne:nt· S_O'l.utio:n i-S not knOWn inay- }):e·: 
:,Summarized as follo:ws:. 
. •. '' 
• 
The mean number of no·des examin·ect. ·with the cpmputc:1t·ional procedure· 
·,\1a.$· $·ignificantl_y .less than the mean number· exffmtned with the 
.P·I·e-rce and Hatfield algorithmo The percentage of nodes sav·ed 
for data tested varied betweeh 22 to 38 percent. 
The mean time·. required for ~:liQ.t .. a.··in:iJig an optimal solution 




The percentage of total time saved for data tested varied 
.:.,_ 
between 2 and 6 percent. However, due to the l~rge _yariance, 
the probability of saving time. for any problem, for the type 
-~. 
,; ' 
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Typical Processor Running Time. 
For UDlO and UAlO Data 
:~ 









Analysis of th~= test data has shown that the.procedure developed 
for this paper pro.·vicies a method to reduce the computational effort 
£or sequencing·of the single stage facility with variable set-up. 
c:osts. The computational advantage results if a feasible as$i_giune11t . 
.. 
solution is possible at any node in the Pie.roe and Hatfield algor_i~hin\. 
The statistical test's.·: of the rando~ly -gene-rated data has~ ~hown that 
assignment solut.·iotis- -were po.ssible ln t.:n.~ problems tested. The 
·feas.ible ass·lgnme:nt. sol:utlpn·~ .rEH:{ult .in a :s:Lgn.i.ttcan:t d'i:fferertc~- 1n 
:, 
·wh·en the. :computational: .iit(rcedure -was· cpmp.ared to the·. Pj;er¢¢ and . . . . . &: 
· Fu.·rthe r: =stat :f:s .. -·. - -· . .. . .. . . 
.; ·.,-·.• 
Qp.timal s-o.lut;ions sho·w that th..~ mean·· t.ime·s· fqJ· the two methods does 
:not.. differ·: s,ig.1fif:fc:antl_y.. ·.Howey.Efr, due. to ·the l_Etr~e· v·ari·ation in 
..... the times. requJ.red·· fo.·r solutio.11 o:f the,pro~blems., the probability :·qt· 
mo·de :(m·aximum. ·vaJ.ye .o:f the. frequ_er.1cy· :.of· ·occurren¢e) of the freti:uen;cy 
ijistribution is be:twee:ti ·-t;he: interval of O. 95 - 1. os, .Q-il .the ratio of 
the processing tfmes .• :lt should be noted however that the area to 
the right of this interval (Figure 10) is considerably larger th:an 
.;-
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(measured on the relative frequency axis of Figure 10) is a repre-
sentation of the probability associated.with the time differential 
that may be expected by use of the procedure. It should be noted 
i.. 
from Figure 11 that the probability of losing any large percentage 
of time by utilization of the procedure is nil while the pro,bability 
of saving moderate value.~ Qf t.ime is quite significant. ,, 
From the preceding: an.a.lysis one may cQ·nclude-, wit·h --~- _g:fv.e.ri 
proba_bil.i~y-, "t_.l)a.t ·a-_ time: :advant~·ge_· )lJ.a.y be gained b:y ·utiliz~t'.i.on .cit 
py the comp.u-t~tional ::'.proceclu.re .are in effect determiµg· the power of . ~· . I 
the lowe.r bound: -at 'that.. no.de:. :Tile.· ·comput.ati9_;n~l .choice: here (as 
pointed out in S·ec·ti_on Ill) is :b.etw~e:1i' d.eternt:ing th.e, i><Jw.e.r o:f .th~ 
lo.war l:>9u.11d .a_s .o_pposed t_~:> obtaining t~~ same net effect by gener.a.t:Jrie; 
-c1ctd:it;_ional :n~icfgs • .From the data tested a time advant_age· app·e-ar:s 
po~~-ibli:I by ad·d·itlonal computations: at· each node. 
c:l4res that ·should be utilized for the solution o.f· '.p·ro.b-tem$ i-s the 
.compµter core storage that m~y 'be available to. the use-r.. The compute·r 
co.re ··required for the t:YP.e o.f :prc,blems discus,se~· h~te is dependent 
.. 
upon the number of jobs which are to be sequence.cl. .S.~fv~.ral matrices 
.0': or· .s.iz¢. n by n are required ·for a problem with :h .jobs. An 
·ijs·timate ·9f approximately 20 percent of· addi~ional .co::re wa~ required . .,_,, . 
for· the co:mputational procedure for problems dimensio_:iied ·to ·s.eq.uence: 
·4p ·t~J · $0 jobs. 
~- ( 
.. 









XII. Suggested Extensions and Improvements 
\ 
Several extensions to this thesis are possible which may result 
in an improvement in the time required to produce an optimal solution. 
One possible extension is based upon an improvement· iii the method for 
selection: of t·he· crittcal nodes in the Branch and .~qund algorithm. 
Cr.ittcal nodes in. t.h·i.$- algorithm __ :a·:re assigned on the· basis of th~ 
grea_t~~t ~l .. t¢rnate co·st·s... :other c:iiteria for this· .selection .may .pe ,'• 
:ppssib.le. Another i·mvroveme·nt ;in., fhis area would :be :ln 'the development: 
based on neces:s·at-y ,. but. not sµf:f'i:c;ie:nt ,, .co'ndlt iq11s 'fq.r ··d~:ttict ing: i'n ~ 
feasibility. ~aciline and. -arrival constraints :b:·a·sed on- b.ot·h necess·ary., 
and suf.ficient:· c:ond1t-:ion·$ ;would reduce the f°e_as:·ib.le solutiop. sj1ac_E! and 
.. 
thus refdtic~ ·t.he-. tota·I. :se~.;rq·h. that would be req.utred: for .ide:nti:(y·tij'.g: 
:optimal solµtio·-ns o ·The o:b:jectiv¢$ Qf .any extensiop. would be ·to· 
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An Illustration - Deadline Constraint Problem 
. :'4!1 
Pierce and Hatfield Solution 
As an illustration of a. problem involved deadlines constraints, 
the following (Example 1) is utilized t.o :1llustrate the procedure. 
The changeover matrix C an:cl .P. ,. d:., .and a· ·are given in Table Al. 







iChangeover Matrix C 
to Job j 
l, .2. 3 4 5 
l. . . ·o 1 .(X): ,~· 
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·From the data given in._Ta,ble 1 the values ·o.f ·b·i:' ei, and qi 








































~:l'emel)i.~ ·are :found: inadinissible and set equal to· ~· 11· 
.a: 
9 




( 4, 1) , (';! .. (.2).: 
(0,4) 
Inse.rtion of .. th~: -ina~mi$s.'i.ble ·elements in the cost matrix given 
·in Tab·ie Al is shown in. inatrtx· :a '.O.f: ·Table A3. Reduction of each column~ 
•• 
·().!. the matrix by bi· and r~duction of each ·row of the matrix by sub-















from each row results in matrix b in Table A3. 
~ 
1 2 3 4 5 1. 2 3 4 5 
0 :.i .o 1 0. 
.0 o: o· r. (X) ex; (X) (X) -
-1 
·1 ·oo : 5· ·:2 CX) CX>· 1 CX> CX> ·4: 0 . . (X) 
• '."'!'' 
2 1 CX) 1tcr . 6; cp.: 2: 0 CX) ,9 .. 4 ,CX> . 
. . 
. 3 ~-· 0 :.ex:,· ::3: (j· 
~.: a 0 '.CX>· 1 o: - .. " . 
4 CX) (X) CQ· ·2 Q ,oo· 1 




'Wabte: AS~ : 1\(a:trt,( After Application: 9.:+ .}fi.ea.s:.tbtlity T.esfs 
and Reduction b_y· b.
1 
.. and, r 







( o ,.1) to ,.i) ·c··2, .1:>·.· 
. ,, .. '( 3. · 2). (3 5) '( 4 ,·- 3.) ., . . ,. . 
(} 
·O 0 . (l 
.5 .i . 
. 1 . 
The maximum 9· ·ts eleme.nt. (1,4) thus :.(l;4): ·i-s s·eI:e"C:te·d. f-or ·fhe :n.E;tx:t: 
branching ope·rati9:n.. The lower bound fo.r al.1 jo,J>:S. .and t'he :alter:g.~:t¢ 
e<>J~t .fo··r (1'.,.4) are as shown: 
/ 
- Lowe~ bound {a/L:l). - , 2; 
i 










+ I r. -=· 26: + -4 +. ·:l -~ 3/1. 1 i 
! b + l; l\ ·+· .• . 
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We now fonn job 6 from job ·1 and 4 where job 6 has the fol,lowi.ng 
characteristics: 
P6 = Pi + C( I ,·4) + J~.4 ·=· 6 + 2 + 7 = ·15 
ds = Min [d4, dl + C(l,4) + P4] = Min [40, 15 + ~2 + 7] - 24 
Matrix a in Table A3. is now reduced by delete.d row J. :.and colW14'"1. 4·, 
column 1 and row 4 are relabeled as column 6 and .row 6.. Th·e :f.i·rst .. :· '.. . ..... ·,,.; .. •. . .. ·•· . ·-
job patr has been. s·elected and .the sy1:1~·tJl.is :of: jop :6: f·o·nned from 
_j<Jb .l and job: 4 has resulted fri. a· eq.u,iy:alerit s.e·quer1¢_itig p·roblern with 
·Cost, Mat:rt·x 
.2 ·3· :5: 
:o: l 0. 
2 .. · .l 
_to :JO; co. 
3 ·.· 9 () 00. o· 
.6·. . . :~ ,00• .. 2 
-~--
·.··_·1.: o· -:o. . ' . 
Table A4. 
job i - P-. c.d. b e-. 



















lJa.t~. for Example 1 a{t:er s.e.lect-iort, 
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Application of ·lhe. feasibility tests .8 through 11 now shows the 
. 








(3., 6) .i (3 , 2) 
co:,.3): . 
. ' . 
(6 5) 
- ,. . 
The application of t~e: _f.~·a:$·tb..i1it.y test :resul.tS' :f_n. matr"ix· _a,.. 'in. 
Table A5. R¢:dtJct fon of the· cqst. -ni~t-r.ix by· b·. and .. r·. results in-. 
· 1 . l· 
the matri-x: 'b show:il ;in. Ta.·b·Ie.: ,A5.~. 
2 3 2 . . 3. ., 
I ' '• •• 
0 1 Q. 







·2 : O .CO .00 
00 
·O: 3 : : :q:) :co ·co 
.2': 00 '6 : . 00' .ccr o. 
0. l 0. 
(a) (hj-. 
·Tiib.le -A5.. Matrix After Feas~bility Tests 

























Calculating 8 values for zero entries in matrix b in Table_ .. A5, the -
following is obtained: .. 
-
Element (0,6) (0,2) (2, 6) (3,5) (6 -~, 
. . ,-;, 
8 CX> co ex:, co 
The maximum 8 is. located in elements (0,2), (2,6)_,, (3,5) and (6,3) o 
·The _sele:ction at this point is arbitrary howev.er element (3,5) will 
'_be- .chose:n as.: the :ne.xt. -_br~nching operation since the program developed 
::se].:e:cted this elem.e-n:t_.. The· lower bounds for the last pair selected 
. 
. ('J .. , 4) and the l9wer ·bound·~ '.fo.t· :not selecte.d node ( 3, 5) can now be 
c·alcula ted. 
Lower :bound (1 .. , 4)- ... 
-! ·p._ + 2; b + 2; r 
-
28 + :2: ·+ 1 - '31 . . .. 
~- . 1 . 1 
.1 1 1 
;t P. + ? bi + 2; r + 8-··max :·3·-f 
·+ ~. :ti) i 00 -1 •.-' .. • . 
·1 1 1 
Jo.Jr ·7' is fa :rined :fro1n-.. JPP ~; and 5 where Job 7 :P,a-s the· fo li_owtng 
d 7 - min [d5 , ·d3 + c'(3,5) + p5 j = min [40, 32'+·0 + o] = 32 
Matrix a in Table A5 is now r_educed by deleting row 3 and tt>Lumn :'.J. 
and relabeling column 3 equal colwnn 7. The .selection of jobs :3 :and 
.. 
5. as the next job pair and replacement of tne·se .jobs by -.Job ,7 r~·~µits 
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.. . 













Cost Matrix Feasibility Table 
6 2 7 job • pi di b ]. . 1 
)~ .0: ~ 0 0 ..o. 0 
l i;x>: 
·co :2 . . 
.8 :~~ o·· 
Q:J.. 
.2 a· ·15, 
~ . . . .. 2'4 :1 
tJ: 
·5 ' . 32· 2:. 
1 '). o: 2 
(a)-
.:('b)· 
TJi;ble ~~-. Data> ·For ·Examp·1e· 1 After Synthes is of: 






matrix entries are· i:p.~.dm1s·s,ible •. ·Consequently the mat·rix remains 
the same as shown .in· ·matri~ .a of Table ,A7 o Matrix b in Table A7 





















Matrix After Feasibility Tests and Reduction Job 6: 6 = ( 1, 4), 
























Calculation of the 8 values shows that: 
Element (O, 6) (0,2) .(2:,_:6) '(:6.,, 7,) 
0 co 0 ·<x). 
The_ -maxtm.µm ·elem(;?pt .select~d as ·tiie ·next: job. _pa_i_;rt :is (6, 7) • Lower 
:as shown. 
Lowe:t :llQ·_und :(3-,5) I p + i b + 2: r 28 + 3 + () ·-· - . -
-·-
'... : ,. " .. 
. 
1 i i ]. i i 
l,0w_~·r· .bound ( 6, 7) - l; p. + ]. t. b . + ~ r . +Bmax:· ._ •- 31. -+ ]. 1 
.P·s·: 
d 8 
i i i 
=· 
·P,6_ + C(6,7) + P7 - 15 + 2 + 5 - 22 
-
inin [32, 24 +· 2 + 5 
-.s: ··2··. 
. . 






















q. ]. . 
••• . O· 
0 
.-o· 
Application of the feasibility tests again show that no a·dd'itional . .., ... 
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Since the matrix siz·e is now 2 x 2, the approach to the solution 
.is treated in_. ~ different manner than in previous iterations. Exam-
, 
-!nation bf the matrix a in Table A8 shows that the only feasible 
Solution available i~-2-8. Reduction of the matrix and calculation 
• 
. of: the lower bounds for the problem .indic·at~~ the ·followi':r;,.g results: 
Lower bound (6,7) 
-
30 + 1 ·+· .l ·- .:31 ,, .• 
Lower bound (0.!.2) 
-2,8 31 +oo 
t:.._ o;,· 
The feasible sequence determi·ne(l t'hu.'s t~r has been ·0-:2.~·s,... , _De.cpµ1po--
.. sition .of, these jobs into: ·th:e orig-i.na.l jobs gives·· a :$.eq:u~nce:. of 
Q 
·0·~2'---1~4-3:-5. ·The cost of ·:thi$; j9.b ·seque,i.ce· i.s_· 31·.· 
Ex-antination of the .ltranc·h :ahd bound ·tre~ (:Figure_. Al) -fo-:t;. t:lii:S· 
P:t'9'b1¢m shows t.bat llo nodes conta.in p.al'tial soJlJflohs which are les13, 
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' · . 
3,5 
,. 
*Optimal Sequence 0-2-8 
0-2-8=0-2-1-4~3-5 
Cost of -Sequence= 31 
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.·tl>mputational Procedure Solution 
The computational procedure tests the redueed matrix at each 
node to determine if a feasible assignment solution is possible~ 
" . Utilizing the data from Example 1, the first testing of the solution 
was performed with matrix bin Table A3. All computations prior to 
this point in the algorithm are exactly the same as shown earlier 
in the process. 
Application of the a$$igriment problem to matrix bin Table·A3 
showed that one assignment. possible solution was the sequence 
0-2-1-4-3-5. Testing the feasibility of this solution utilizing 
the Gantt. chart (Figure A2) shows that this solut.ion was feasible 
and hence the solution produces .an optimal solut.io~ :utilizing the 
computational procedure ··prtor to selection of the: fi.rst node in the 
Pierce and Hatfield algo·rithm. -· 
Utilizing the ·method shown. above. it: :s."hould be noted that the· 
computational ·effort required :f'o.:r. the. solution of Example 1 utilizing 
the computation~l p·rocedure <10;0$-, indeed reduce t:he amount of effort 
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-;. F~gure A2 - Gantt Chart 
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An Illustration - Deadline and Arrival Constraint Problem 
Pierce and Hatfield Solution 
As an illustration of a problem containing both the de·~dline and:. 
earliest start time constraints consider the cost matrix given in 
Table Al for Example 1 (Appendix A) with the. associated input table 
given below as Example 2. 
Change-Over Mat-rix· =c. 


















































:'taJ:fie· ·Bl .: I)a:t:Et for Example 2 
~~ ~ Th·e ffrst step in the: solut.fo:rt, .of this· _ptoblem. is that the 
inter job· e-npsed t·ime matrJx C ':(i ,j_): must :be. qopst:ructed from :the 
qi may be computed and after the jobs ha~e been ordered by· arr,~val~ 









computed to. complete the initial fe$s;ib:ility· ·t.Q.P.:1e .as shown below 
in Table B2. ,, 
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4 5 . 
27 18' CX); ,t: .·=O 
, .. l. . 0 
12 3 1 l. 
10 ·6 I 1 2·, 
00 '3: :0. 0 3 ·- . 
.. 
·2 _<:9-. '2 .2- ,4. 









·d_ .. _ · ai 
·1 
2'3 :o-· . .
.a2 ·27-. '. 
40. ':18 
•'. 













Table B.~. E;x-a~ple .. 2'. c ' ( i, j) Matrix and. 
Ft~,:~~-i:,J~1i:i·ty Table 
/\ q. i. 
1 -
0 30 10 0 
.8 21 10 2 
s· 
.30: JO l. 
.s· 5 8 4 
.g_ 14 8 3 
8 0 8 5 
All eomp:ut-~tions, :for this problem will :be accompl:ished utilizi:ng_ 
A.ppl:tcation of feas_:,lbi.lit:y ·l.e~t_$: 8 through 11 an.cl: 
. . 
• 
·24 through 29 show t_he. fO_·.l.16-wing: e.l.em~1:1t_$' :¢,.f C ,:(i,.J) ·are inadmissible: 
Test ,Numbe.r 
:.Elements Inadmissible 
8. (i_-, 2) , ( 1 , 3) 
:None 
.. ········· 
11 • j • { 1 /5) , '( 2 , 5) .11'1·. 
2.'i!, c o·, a): , c o , 4 > , c 3 , 1) 
. .·· ... 
. ~-' --...:.;....-..... - - . 
(1.,i2) , ( 3 , 2) 




;-_. -· ..... ·; ·--· ...... 














!.. . .. 
' 
<. 
Applying the ·inadmissible elements to matrix a in Table B2 results 
in matrix a in Table B3. Reduction of matrix a in Table B3 by bi· 
and r. results ~n matrix: -b in Table B3. ]. 
·b 
. , c· . . > 
·c .· .1., J ;-' 
1 ... ·2· 3 4 5 
0 co CX). 





1. i2:· a:, 






3 -~ ~- CX)- 'CX) 0 3· cxr cxr ·cx:S: oo .. 
4.: a, ~- 2 co ·2 
.. 4 ·-~ 0 ~- ·2 00 
..;..,. l, 0 2 3 -O: -. j 9 
:(· a) 
:(b): 
:Matrix After Applicattoh :.of· .F.ea13·~·1;)ilit·y_. · 
·1:·ests and Reduction · \-· 
~; ... _··: . ' "". 




·- 0 : ...... 
-~\ 
'~ .. .. r"! 
calculation: of -t;}te: 8 values, select.ion of n:ext .jPb';.J)~ir anci lower 
• 
,·,, 
bound calcUlation:s are perfbtmed as in Example 1 with. th.e following 
.. 
results: . .. 
'· 
. :( () '~-:)· (1,4) (2,1) - · ,·_·c 3 . ti) .
. ., .. 
- . -
(J "r!· .~' ' • 





Select job pair (O,~) 


























p6 - Po ..,: C'(0,2) + P2 - 0 + 0 + 8 - 8 - - -
[23, o + o + a] = 8 -- Min 
a 6 = Max [a0 , a2 - C'(0,2) - p 0 ] = Max [o,O - 0 - o] = 0 
Lower bound (al.l)··= 
.-
Lower bound (0'..,2.) = 
l: P. + 2; b. + 




l: b. + 
. ' l. 
i 
t·r. - 26 + 6 + 0 - 32 l. i 
l: r. + 1 
i 
• 
Matrix a :in. Table· B3 is now reduced in ~i~~ :;~s:, exp:l_ained i:n 
Example 1 a.n4·. ·the :_add'it,ional characteristics o·f eqµat"ion: 6i and 6j 
are comput:ed· to ·chaI)g;~- '_in~trix entry ( 6, 4) to 1.0·, .i.e .. :_, C' ( 6, 4) -
Max · (C' (.6 ,4), a 4 - d.6) = Max ( 6 1 18-8) = 10, Completion of all 
::ne·ces·sary. bookkeeping re-suits in the m~.t;rix ·ang :f,~asib.il.lty .table 








"'"'•· )" :. 
5 
f .... · ·_:3· ~ 
·.1 









b ;I. ·o· s 
~-., 
.• 
.. ____ . ~ -~ 
"". .. -'- ...... -=-. 
.. · r· .... ~ • • .. ,. 
.,· 
... 
' .. .,;. •. (a):: 
































e. .qi_'. i.e.·. 
.1, l. 
1 .:a: .o 32 
·o·. 23 
8 5 
2: 32: - 8. 14 
.o: -32 0 
(b) 
-Data For Example 2 After Selection 
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76 
•• 









( 6:, 1)· 
Applying_ the inadmissible elements to- .matrix a in Table Bi4· r.e:s1ilt·s in 
matrix a in Table B5. Reduction. :.l?Y ·b·i and r i res·µ1:·t~ tn ·matrix: ·b: i1t 
Table B5. 
1 4. .5 
=co. 
:6 :1 :00 co: 
3 .. _' 
. ' ' ex;,·, 0 
2 
·cp· 


















·:Table· :BJ>'a.- C'(i,j) Matrix After Feasibility Tests and 
Reduction Job 6:6 = (0,2) 
. Continuing this iterative procedure the following addition jobs 
will ·be selected: 
- -- - - -~ ..... -,. 
~ 
fonning Job 7 
Jobs ('7,-4) fonning Job ·s ..... _: 
.. 
-. 












The final result will be the selection of job sequence 8-3-5. 
Decomposition of. tl!e job into the original jobs results in the 
sequence of 0-2-1-4-3.-5 with a total cost of 32. Examination of the 










·.: '· -:· . 
.. 
I 
.....: .. ,;... 






... • ' _j· 
8,3 
3,5 






... ,,, . 
Example 2 
o· 2 










Cost of Sequence 
. 'Branch\and ~ound (,'., Solution a'r~e 
. ;, 
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·_·;,:·,.,., __ ,.,__, . ._;;._,; :,·,-~ ·,. __ ""__}; ;·....;_,;.,,._; -·-·- ',, ... ,--, ____ ·:..;,;,.·c ·• '·-.--.·~~ • • 








·-Computational Procedure Solution 
- . 
. . The computational procedure for this example is identical to, 
the procedure utiliz~d by the Pierce and Hatfield algorithm until. 
the matrix b in Table B3 has been constructedo Applying the assign-
.... 
ment problem to matrix bin Table B3 showed that one assignment solu-
tion (sequence 0-2-1-4-3-5) was possible. This solution was -:;ested to 
determine if any of the deadline or arriva1 cons_t::r;aiiits had been· 
violat'ed. The testing of all constraints shows that this was a· 
feasible solution and thus an. optimal solution has been determined· 
for the problem. · Again it .should ·be noted' ·th:~t: the sequence obtained 
is the same solution as determined :by· ·the Pierce and Hatfield 
algorithm with less comput::~:t'iorial e:ffort. A Gantt chart for E:xa-~ple-.-
2 is snown· :j.-n Figure B2 • 
... 
. ,_._ 
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Figure B2, .. :a,~ntt Chart - '$.~~riip'l.e :2-
i 
·.t .. 
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82. 
,, 
SIZE OF MATRIX .. -6 
• TYPE OF MATRIX• RANDOM INTEGERS• UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION• 
RANGE 0- 9 



































































































. . ..... 
PROBLEMS TIME SAVED 14 MEAN Oe32 
PROB~EM~ TIME LOST 6 MEAN -Oel6 · { 
NUMBER-OF PROB~EMS NODES SAVED• 
~ERCENT OF TOTAL TIME SAVED 
• 

























































































..... -·- -·· - ····:-~- ·":" - - . -, ... - - ·-· ..... " -
SIZE OF MATRIX 10 
0 
TYPE OF MATRIX- RANDOM INTEGERS• IJNIFORM DISTRIBUTION• RANGE 0- 9 





























































































. W/0 ASCHEK 
MEAN STD DEV 
lle89 a.ea 
18,85 9,37 
PROBLEMS TIME SAVED 1-5 MEAN le50 
l,.f), 
PROBLEMS TIME LOST S MEAN -0,37 
NUMBER OF PROBLEMS NODES SAVED• 
PERCENT OF TOTAL TIME SAVED • 





























































































... -~ I 
I 
·: .. ,~ 
-
) , .. 








TYPE OF MATRIX• RANDOM INTEGERS• UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION• 
... 
.. · _ .. 
. ... ;. 
-· .... 
RANGE O• 9 



























































27 27, 14 
29 26,47 










MEAN STD DEV 
43,66 
39,70 32,40 
PROBLEMS TIME SAVED 14 MEAN 1,10 
. 'c~-" PROBLEMS :·~J. I ME . LOST 
.-6··, .MEAN -1,28 
NUMBER OF PROBLEMS NODES SAVED• 
.<J'· 
~ PERCENT OF TQJAL TIME SAVED • 
~.- • .'Jo· ~ 1':' ~. 
PERCEN~ OF TOTAL NODES SAVED • 
... 
I ' 
ASCHEK TIME NODES 
NODES SAVED SAVED 
8 0,01 6 
10 •0,31 4 
10 •0,27 4 
12 -0.11 3 
13 0114 3 
13 0,04 9 
17 0,06 s 
20 0,09 4 
19 0,47 8 
22 0,04 s 
13 s.so 16 
28 0,31 3 
29 3,54 9· 
32 1100 1 
29 1125 11 
46 
-1.02 0 
36 0.21 16 
70 2.12 9 
93 -1.so 7 
136 -3.82 9 
W/ ASCHEK 





















I. : . 
.. 






I . • 
-, 
85 
SfZE OF MATRIX 6 
TYPE OF MATRIX- RANDOM INTEGERS• uNrFORM Dl$TRIBUTION-
RANGE o- 99 

















































































PROBLEMS TIME SAVED 
PROBLEMS TIME LOST 
12,~AN 0129 
8 MEAN •0,13 
NUMBER OF PROBLEMS NODES SAVED.• 
.e, • 






































































































' ' ., .. :,,, 
· ... ,. :·~ .. ,j~'ji-~iAISiifiP~tl~~)m.',Wl.';;\'£,':','!!'Z',i\l.~~'~'llk.~JA•:>'t~IJ!~,u.,,.,, ... ,,, · ·· 
,,•' 
• ff .. , 
.... , 
'A 
SIZE OF MATRIX 10 
,1',J 
TYPE OF MATRIX~ RANDOM INTEGERS• UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION• 








































































































PROBLEMS TIME SAVED 15 · MEAN 0183 
PROBLEMS TIME LOST 5 MEAN -o.2s 
NUMBER OF PROBLEMS NODES SAVED= 
PERCE~T OF TOTAL TIME SAVED • 








































































































SIZE OF MATRIX 























































37 42 .93 
39 48,81 




MEAN STD DEV 
25.82 
24 • 70 15 • 92 
~-PROBLEMS TIME SAVED 12 MEAN Ot65 
,, 
,, 
.PROBL~MS TIME LOST 8 MEAN -Oe5l 
NUMBER OF PROBLEMS NODES SAVED a 
PERCENT OF TOTAL TIME SAVED 







.. , ..... 
UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION• 
ASCHEK TIME 
·• ~ . 
NODES SAVED 
9 0.13 
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\~I - ' . ........_ 
:: : ' '~. 
., ... 
88 
,- _ ... ,, 
SIZE OF MATRJX 6 
TYPE OF MATRIX• RANDOM l"TlGERS• UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION• 
RANGE O• 9 




































































































PROBLEMS TlMEZiAVED 17 MEAN O,JO 
PROBLEMS TIME LOST 3 MEAN -Ot03 
NUMBiR OF PROBLEMS NODES SAVED• 
PERCENT OF TOTAL T lME SAVED-
• 
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SIZE OF MATRIX· 10 
TYPE OF MATRIX- RANDOM INTEGERS- UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION-
RANGE o- 9 ' . . 
CONSTRAINTS - DEADLINE AND ARRIVAL 
\ 








































PROBLEMS TIME SAVED 
PROBLEMS TI ME LOST 
C, 





































PER<;ENT OF TOTAL TIME SAVED 






















8 0.21 ' •. 
15 0.19 
W/ ASCHEK 
MEAN STD DEV 
5,4 7 




















































.., .... :. 
90 
SIZE OF MATRIX 14 
·' ' .. . . TYPE OF MATRIX• RANDOM INTEGERS- UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION• RANGE o- 9 
. ., . 
. ti 




























































. S ,95 





















PROBLEMS TIME SAVED 16 MEA·N le63 . 
PROBLEMS T.I ME LOST 4 MEAN -o,Q.·7 
NUMBER OF PROBLEMS NODES SAVED :a 
PERCENT OF TOTAL TIME SAVED a: 
I • it 
PERCENT OF TO_TAL NODES SAVED • 
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SIZE OF MATRIX 18 
TYPE OF MATRIX• RANDOM INTEGERS• UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION• RANGE o- 9 
CONSTRAINTS 
- DEADLINE AND ARRIVAL 
W/0 ASCHEK W/ PROBLEM TJMi NODES TIME l 20.aa 18 20.37 2 l8e50 18 17e51 3 l9e80 l~ l9e46 4 1a.12 18 11.12 'S 19ell 18 11.29 6 l7e79 18 17.41 
.1 1 a·. 31 18 18al7 8 19,98 18 18.45 - 17eS5 18 17e54 9 10 18.38 18 18e65 11 17.65 18 1Se32 _ 12 18,82 18 18.93 13 32e20 19 32e76 14 42.65 22 30e95 15 s2.2a 22 40e22 16 78.35 21. 77.89 17 96,56 33 93,95 18 125,28 37 118.86 19 144.15 61 121.sa 20 143,58 64 l40e92 
W/0 ASCHEK 








PROBLEMS TIME SAVED 16 MEAN 3•69 
. 
PROBLEMS TIME LOST ... 4 MEAN -0.40 
. ....-:~ ·, .. 
i ... . ,:, 
NUMBER OF PROBLE~S"NODES SAVED• 
. ~ PERCENT OF' TOTAL TIME SAVED 
" -

































MEAN STD DEV 
44.11 
18.65 llel4 























































CONSTRAINTS \,a DE.~,, '? '~ l=--J_ r, __ 'i\.:.[ W W- .i, ~ ~- ·'' . AND ARRIVAL 
W/0 
PROBLEM T I l~~c· ': ; .. {}•' ,.~ .. ,. ' i.§l; 
1 
.. 
3 ~ {l e l!Jr ~-: 























""fit. ir;. ,,:;:t11:- r~f ~ f ~~ lJ I ,$,J 'I rli) - f.-)1 i'" ~!,._ "/; ~..., •. '/il:f . ~ \.,. : 'O) .. 




























- NODES SAVED~ 
PROBLEMS TIME SAVED 
PROBLEMS TIME LOST 
• 
12 MEAN 
l'\... ~.- .... 
0,17 
8 MEAN -Oa04 
























. W/ ASCHEK 












































-···-----~--·- ·-~ ---------· .. ----·-
f?ERCENT OF TOTAL T.IME SAVED ··• .. 
~i 
PERCENT OF TOTAL NODES SAVED • 41e79 
-· ' 
' . 
•• .. .. . ~ 
. . 
. , .. ' -" --. -1- -- .17~' . '· . "' ' -~ . . . - . 
; ' . 
. ' 
.... : ,_,·*:-_ - . 
.-· . .. ..~ ' . : 
·._' ~-. 
·i • '1 
. . 
~ ,, I -::,, • • -
.... ' . 
: '' ~1.--·- . • ' • 
, 2 L .. ~.,_h.__,.._._, • ·., .... ,,,._• • .,.,_ , I ,- ____ .... ,.. __ ,, ·.~ ... -· --··-, '--.. .• - ... .-< --""'-• ., •• :, • 0n ""' 
.. 
I, ,, ~ -. • 
. ' 
' 
. . i I I 
\ . ( 
~---,-, n . -,.~,-·:··.,. 
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·,: . SIZE OF MATRIX 10 
TYPE OF MATRIX• RANDOM INTEGERS•- UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION~. 




DEADLINE AND ARRIVAL 

























































' -PROBLEMS TIM~ gA~ED 16 MEAN 0,76 ~ 
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- -- ·------·--------';~- ---· 
PERCENT OF TOTAL TIME SAVED 
PERCENT OF TOTAL NODES SAVED 
V; ' 







• · 42158 
• 
.. . . . 
' '-' .._. •.••• - •...... '; I• - '" .. , ~ .. --~ - .. - .. • - • ~ ... - .. .. 1' '"':· - • • • ..:-;· . - ,_·'· - :- ··--·-·--' "·-- -·-.. - : ., -· ... ·- ... -- ·-- - - , •.•...... •'----·- . ..._,_,_ ... :._ .: .::_, ;: -·'- - : __ ; .. -·-.-,.· ·=·· .... ~ ...-~ ~-·~ ···"' ·-"""'-····':•· _- .. _.. , ____ ·-;-- ··- _ .. ti. . -- -· ... , .... 
'-· 
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I .•. , 
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. ·SIZE OF MATRIX 14 ·· .. ,: 
TYPE OF MATRIX- RANDOM INTEGERS• 'UNIFORM OISTRI BUT ION .... 
RANGE o- 99 
CONSTRAINTS 
-


















































PROBLEMS TIME SAVED 
PROBLEMS TIME LOST 
NUMBER ,pOF PROBLEM& 























MEAN STD OE\/ . 
11150 
1s.oo 2e30 
13 4MEAN . 2 •. 10. 
7 MEAN -0.25 
'NODES SAVED • 
PERCENT OF TOTAL TIME SAVED 
-• 



































































. . . 
', i. 
' ' 
- .... ~--'···--··--·------ ........... -,. - _......... -· -- - .... ,, ~ : --··,··-~··· "' _ (.~" -· ---~-" , ... ·---·--·-:·-·---···--·-- -- -·" .. ___ _._. ··--" -----·· ' . ' ' ' ·., . ' . . . _,________ . ' -- - :-...... . 




. ~ . .,. ' 
' ,.b' • I 
·--···-•· _ ....... ,-~.._.,..,,, ,.-c··-,-s--:,,-,1,·Lq~ _ .. ,,-,,,,....-.-...,,..., ,-.-~.,-,_.,-.,...;..., ,~•-r--;··, ~1" ' 
//' .. 
'' " 
. ·. · .. · .. 







--- ____________ ,. ___ .. ---., ·-- ..... ,,,,.._,;.. __ 
_-. ', ' L • • '! ~. • •->. '.~ --~- •'- ,o, • -. r•-,-, '• 
• 
'I 
i : ... 
95· 
SIZE· OP MATRIX 18 . ·. 
... 
TYPE OF MATRIX• RANDOM INTEGERS• UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION•:. 




DEADLINE AND ARRIVAL 
. 
W/0 ASCHEK W/ 
- PROBLEM TIME NODE$ TIME 
1 · .19e21 18 18a87 
2 1a.02 18 18e l 7 
3 l9e00 ' 18 l8e31 
·4 18.89 18 17.42 
5 17.73 18 1a.21 
6 1Sa05 18 18119 
7 18e54 18 l8el0 
8 17.05 18 16a84 
9 29e66 20 28e4l 
10 32el8 20 3~143 
11 45.80 22 47e04 
12 5le30 25 51,61 
13 65e35 25 6~e38 
14 74e43 34 73el0 
15 79el6 38 79,32 
16 117.85 44 123el6 
17 104.41 44 100,04 
18 134el3 54 132.Sl 
19 l69e96 55 170e04 
20 165e04 76 163e50 
W/0 ASc;HEK. 
MEAN STD DEV 
TIME 60. 78 50e20 
NODES 30e05 l6e20 
TIME SAVED 
NODES SAVED 
PROBLEMS TIME SAVED 10 MEAN le32 
PROBLEMS TIME LOST 10 MEAN -Oe82 
NUMBER OF PROBLEMS NODES SAVED c 
PERCENT OF TOTAL TIME SAVED • 
PERCENT OF TOTAL NODES SAVED • 
' 
·,. 
--------- - "--· . . .- .: _ .... - - - -· ' • -11°--· . --........ ~·' -:-... -
... 
. , . 
-





































o.69 " s 
la4 7 10 
•Oe53 0 
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\' 
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96 .. 
SIZE OF MATR.1 X 6 ' ·-
TYPE OF MATRIX .. BLOCKED MAT·RIX· ENTRIES . ' ;:.~ ,., ·. ' 
RANGE 4- 7 
. " - - ' ... 
CONSTRAINTS 
-
DEADLINE - ......... 
'' 
















































·· PROBLEMS TI ME SAVED 























MEAN STD DEV 
2e54 
6e00 

























































































... _ . -~----·-···-:!- ___________ NUMBER OF PROBLEM'S NODES SAVED = 
··,? • ~ .;.. - -- .. , . .. - . ·-··" __ ... __ ~- --- . .------~----·-- ·------ ... 





' ,, . ·,--&- . -·-· -~ • ~ - ! _, 
' I 
PERCENT OF ,JQT AL TI ME SAVED • 




.......... ~-,•-:- "' - M. 
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97 
I ·, -·--"' • ;~ • 
SIZE OF MATRIX 10 
-, · ..... 
·TYPE ~F MATRIX• BLOCKED.MATRIX ENTRIES 
RANGE 4• 7 · •. • ! . 
·.·. ."' 
. . .-.,. ' . . 
• :.·4 .•. '' . . . . 
. . ' 
:CONSTRAINTS - OEADLINE 
W/0 ASCHEK W/ ASCHE!<. -fIME 
PROBLEM TIME NODES · T·IME NODES SAVED 
1 3,93 10 ·4,75 10 -o.as 
,_ 
'. ;.-.;-": 
2 3,98 10 3,20 l 0,77 
3 3,77 ·10 ... -- 3 a94 10 i·, ,~ .. 0,1'6 
4 3,75 10 3,91 7 -o.1s 
5 3,84~ 10 4,01 • 10 -0,16 
6 3,87 10 3al8 ·1 0,69 
·.7 · 3,81 10 3188 . 4 -0,06 
8 3,83 10 4e07 7 -0.23 
' 9 3e63 10 3a04 _1 o.sa 
10 3,90 10 3194 5 •0,03 
11 3•83 10 2a60 0 1. 23-
12 3,86 10 3,63 1 0123 
-: 13 3e66 ·10 3112 l 0154 
14 3,96 10 3,58 2 0,37 
15 3e79 10 3,11 1 0168 
16 3e81 10 3,39 2 o.42 
17 3e73 10 3,36 2 0,36 
18 3,90 10 4,06 10 -0.15 
19 8•~7 12 a.10 12 -0.43 
20 10.ss 14 6e25 8 4e30 
W/0 ASCHEK W/ ASCHEK 
MEAN STD DEV MEAN SJO DEV 
TIME 4.38 1,71 : ·.:,~---~,I. .. 3e98 1.31 
• • I I I r·,:' 
~ •:, ' -~ I 
.. 
. ... ·.-
NODES 10130 Oe9S f I~·., 4175 3.96 .... - .. -· . ........ · . 
• - • ;i,. .J ~. 
• TIME SAVED 0,39 ·,i. 1.01 
1 
NODES SAVED .:... . 3,72 
PROBLEMS TIME SAVED 11 MEAN Oe92 
<':I 
· PROBLEMS. TI ME LOST 9 , ,ME.AN~ •O,ZS 
STD DEV 
STD DEV 




NUMBER OF PROBLEMS NODES SAVED• 
., 
PERCENT OF TOTAL TIME SAVED • 
PERCENT OF.TOTAL NODES.SAVED • .... 
'· ' ' -
.. •~ 
'• . ' . 
,,,-.,.-oJ.~.'.,1._,, •• .J> ,.: • .-.. ;, I u~- ... ,-L..o_ ....... _,~..,-'l',-·o•....--•·- ,·-·,--,-- ••J ---..-.·-·10!-"" .. ---.. • ·~· ........ --:----.-•••..-•--•••_.._ _______ - .......... ._., .. _ -------·-
' 
. . . 
·• '· 
' 
__ · .. ~ ._.._ 
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SIZE OF MATRIX ' ~14 I f ' • , 
TYPE OF MATRIX• BLOCKED MATRIX ENTRIES 
RANGE ~CZ) 7 
CONSTRAINTS ·- DEADLINE 


























































































27 Oe91 . " 




















~ . 20 

























. , . 
. NUMBER OF PROBLEMS NODES SAVED• 
... ' . -- ... - -4'"' -'·••--• -- .. - ----· - - ----· 
· 0,61 PERCENT OF TOTAL TIME SAViD • ~ 
-.. . ' ' 
PERCENT OF~TOtAL.NODES SAVED •. 
I , 




. ~. --~~~. ·_. --·..:i.""'7---'-- .-·--· ___ ...,. .. ,f ____ :. _.:, •• • 
. ' ' ... 
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ilZE OF MATRIX 










































































































































































PROBLEMS TIME SAVED 20 MEAN Oe46 
PROBLEMS TIME LOST 0 MEAN · OeOO 
STD DEV 
-STD DEV .. 
0 el 5 #·, • 
o.oo 
NUMBER OF PROBLEMS NODES S'AVE·o ~· .~.· 




. : . ., 
... ,,.- - ·-- . --··· ---··-- -·--------·-·--
. PERCENT,.OF TOTAL TIME SAVED •• ,. .- . " 
... 
;, ~ . 
l" • • ~ .t 
. " 
... ' .. 
:i._. 




. .......... ._ .....• 
,. 
· .... ·fll1. ' ..... ...,. 
··--~""'·-•"•·,.- .... I _ --~ . ..s..,,,.. • -x-;c ,.,.,_.._ .-.-.. • - ... -~ • • • -- "• ,_. •- o. -~- - '":" .,, .. ·--•-"'· • • · • - • -·· ., -- • ..---....... ,-----.. ,..._ ,_.., ____ ......._ - _ -·" .:.. • , _ •N __ , 
'· . ,, . 
. . 
-
































~. ' .t . 
100 .. ' . '· • -~' -* ' '. ·, ~ ' 
.SIZE OF MATRIX- 10: ';. ,- .· . 
., 





TYPE OF MATRIX~ BLOCKED MATRIX ENTRIES 
RANGE 4- 7 ,, ··:·.t: . 
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